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Input sought regarding sign regulations
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The City Murray's invitation to its
public hearing about proposed changes
in the sign regulations is wide open.
Anyone and everyone is invited to
— and even encouraged to attend —
the Murray Planning Commission's
public hearing at 5 p.m. Tuesday at city
hall at 104 N. Fifth St. Proposed
changes to the city's sign requirements
will again be the topic of conversation.
"The commission and the planning
staff would like to take this opportunity
to compel business owners and citizens
who have an interest in the regulation
of signage for the City of Murray to

share any information or concerns that
they feel would be pertinent to the
future direction that the city is taking in
this area," City Planner Candace
Dowdy said.
Eight specific changes are up for
discussion, but requiring businesses
along 12th Street to remove any freestanding signs that don't conform to the
new monument-style sign regulations is
expected to generate the most dialogue.
In September, Dowdy told the planning commission that 105 signs on the
heavily traveled north-south thoroughfare are non-conforming. Only eight
conform to the ordinance that was
approved in March.
Requiring those shorter signs with

Alzheimer's
support group
celebrates 20 years
Alzheimer's is a debilitating
By TOM BERRY
physical condition that primariStaff Writer
Murray- ly affects the mental condition
of
Members
Calloway County Hospital's of seniors, but can afflict people
A4zhetnier's Dise.ase-Eduuation- in their 40s or 50s.
"Alzheimer's is a brain disSupport Group celebrated their
20th anniversary by discussing ease that changes a person's pertheir experiences with loved sonality," she said."So physicalones affected by the disease and ly they look basically the same,
learning more about how to care but mentally they're not normal.
They aren't crazy, they have a
for them.
Several members of the brain disease that causes the
group gathered in the MCCH brain cells to die."
During the meeting, member
board room Tuesday night to
celebrate the anniversary and Monica Walston was recognized
share stories about the condition as "Caregiver of the Year" for
that afflicts not only their own the support that she provides to
families, but millions of others her husband. Walston made no
nationwide. The informal event comments concerning her situaobser- tion, but thanked fellow memwas also planned
vance of Alzheimer's Awareness bers for the honor.
"Thank you. All of you," she
Month designated in. November
under the theme "Caregiver said as she received the award.
According to Ragsdale, the
Memories."
Cindy Ragsdale, social serv- support group sprung from a
ices coordinator for MCCH and
an organizer of the group, said III See Page 2A

landscape was the center of much discussion when the ordinance was
amended earlier this year. But now the
question is, when should they be
removed in order to comply?
A committee that makes sign recommendations to the planning commission, which it did in September. proposed 10 years. That will be among the
issues discussed Tuesday night.
The sign committee — made up of
planning commission, Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments. Murray City
Council and planning staff members —
was put in place last year to discuss the
initial changes. It has remained as more
questions arise.
No businesses' sign can be greater

than 55 square feet. although shopping
centers with at least four businesses are
allowed a_ total of 80 square feet.
according to the existing ordinance. But
another recommendation from the committee includes limiting columns
accompanying signs to 30 inches in
width and depth and restricting the
overall height to no more than 10 feet.
Planning Assistant Sam Perry said it
is important for businesses to remember
they may be able to use part of their
free-standing sign to comply with monument sign. In some cases, business
owners could lower the sign, add a base
and landscape the area. While many
businesses are choosing the red brick
structures that blend with Murray State

University's theme, Perry said the monument signs don't have to be brick.
The 10-member planning commission will make a recommendation to the
city council. which has to approve any
ordinance changes with two ‘otes. The
commission will have two options. Its
members could vote to send their recommendation to the council or they
could send any community -generate
sugge4ions back to the committee for
additional discussion.
"All we can do is ask people to come
and share their feelings and concerns,"
Dowdy said. "They can he a part of it.
If they have any interest at all.. we'd

•See Page 10A

You'll hear the trains a'comin'
Motorists
are urged to
stay alert
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
• Choo-choo!
-Trains Wilt become a morefrequent sight to city residents
as Webasto Roof Systems
begins production. Twice a day
— once in the morning and
again in the afternoon — trains
with four to six locomotives
and as many cars will come
through the city to bring shipments of steel to the plant that
manufactures heating and cooling systems for international
automobile manufacturers and
other vehicles.
"You get in some cities and
they stop in the middle of town
and hold up traffic. I don't
anticipate that being aproblem
Murray-Calloway
here."
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photo
Economic
County
Development Corp. President Train crossing alarms like this one on Main Street will be going off with more frequenMark Manning said. "It'll just cy soon and motorists are urged to use caution as railway operations will soon begin
be a train through town. People delivering steel to the Webasto plant in the local industrial park.
need to be aware and pay attenVanderbilt Chemicals, may use
tion."
cross the roads. The newer Ky. the track north of Ky. 80.
City Administrator Don 80 has arms that Come down to
A train had been coming the service. Thoe businesses
Elias said the trains will start in block traffic from proceeding through Murray once a week. haven't used the railroad as
mid-November. but it will be when a train is near. However, Now. Manning said Webasto much to transport materials
December before they run Spruce Street behind Briggs & expects to use the rail five days because they were having to
pay high rates to do so.
every day.
Stration and Kenlake Foods a week.
Elias said state transponaManning said as the rail use
Main thoroughfares such as isn't as well marked.
Chestnut Street. Main Street
The trains will be loading becomes more frequent other
and Ky. 121 have electrical sig- and unloading by Webasto at industries, such as Kenlake or 11 See Page 2A
nals where the railroad tracks

International Education Week approaching at MSU
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times Photo

Members of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Alzheimer's Education-Support Group honored Monica
Walston (left) with the "Caregiver of the Year Award during an informal 20th anniversary celebration gathering at
the hospital Tuesday night. She is joined by group charter members Cindy Ragsdale (center) and Joretta
Randolph.
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tour the university, meet with
MSU News Bureau
Murray State University's campus representatives and
annual International Education speak to classes that have a speWeek is slated for Nov. 14-18, cial interest in Turkey. Cyprus
with the opening movie shown and the United Nations.
He will address a campus
on Nov. 10. This year's event is
Global and community gathering at 2
"Building
themed
Connections for Sustainable p.m. in the auditorium in the
Wrather
Kentucky
DeVelopment." and will feature West
various activities that are cen- Museum. His discussion will
tered on political and interna- focus on the current reform
tional issues that affect the glob- effort at the UN and Turkey's
accession talks with the
al environment.
The opening movie will be European Union that began last
held on Thursday in the Curris month. All MSU students, faculCenter Theatre at 7:30 p.m. A ty and staff, and community
film by Cedric Klapitch. "The members are invited to attend
Spanish Apartment," will be this informative presentation.
On Monday, Nov. 14. from
shown, which chronicles the tale
3-4:15 p.m. in the Barkley
of a European study abroad.
On Friday. Baki Ilkin, Room. Dr. Joe Baust. Kenneth
ambassador and permanent rep- Hamm and Dr. Mike Kemp will
resentative from Turkey to the present "Sustainability Across
United Nations, will be visiting Continents: Opportunities and
Murray State University. During Directions," a lecture comparing
his stay on campus, llkin will cultural, sociological, economic

and educational factors leading
to the current status of sustainable development and future
trends in Asia. Europe and the
United States.
A keynote address will then
be. made at 5:30 p.m. in the
Auditorium.
Curd
Freed
Laluana _Witcher._ Kentucky
Secretary of the -Environmental
and Public Protection Cabinet.
will be speaking.
Various sessions will be held
on Tuesday. Nov. 15. In the
Curris Center Barkley Room
from 9:30-11 a.m., "Universal
Rights and Sustainability" will
be the topic. with Dr. Renae
Duncan, Dr. Jo-Ann Hammons
and Thomas C. Glover speaking.
Another presentation will be
made from 1:30-3 p.m. in the
Barkley Room, titled "From
Murray to Beijing: Experiencing
in
Development
Global
Progress." Dr. Stephanie Rea.

Holiday Open House
Sundday •1-5 p.m.

•See Page 2A
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4 DAYS TO GO!
Al.t.aff- el

Patricia Lovett, Dr. Pegg)
Schrock, Jim Carter. Dr. Reika
Ebert and Huailing Zuo will be
the featured speakers on the
panel.
Also on Tuesday. Nov. 15.
from 2-3:30 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room, several students who have participated in
study and intern programs
abroad will speak on their experiences related to the program
they chose as part of the session,
"The Study Abroad Experience
Across the Globe."
From 3:30-5 p.m. in the Ohio
Room. Dr. Stephanie Rea,
Stephanie Muller. Dr. Ross
Meloan and Mary Tripp Reed
will be presenting information
on several international topics.
Finally on Tuesday. "Access
to Health Services Around -the
World" will be a panel discus-
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Agency quiet on keeping legal bills secret
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. K.(AP)
A Transportation Cabinet attorney on Tuesday refused to say
whether the agency would go to
court to keep secret the bills
from outside lawyers hired to
review records sought in an
investigation of state hiring
practices.
The refusal frustrated Sen.
Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington.
•a member of the General
Government
Assembly's
Contract Review Committee.
"Are you all still going to
stonewall the public looking at

these records?" Scorsone asked
Transportation lawyer David
Samford.
Samford said the agency
would abide by a "final order"
of a court but then refused to say
whether the cabinet would go to
court to prevent disclosure of the
records.
"This is unconscionable,"
Scorsone responded.
The Finance Cabinet was not
so coy. Spokeswoman Jill
Midkiff said Tuesday the agency
will ask a court to allow
lawyers' bills to be kept secret.
Contracts
with
outside
lawyers have been approved by

Gov. Ernie Fletcher's.administration to spend upward of $1.3
million to compile and review
records sought by a special
grand jury in Franklin County.
according to figures compiled
for Scorsone.
Midkiff said the authorization amounts to only about.
$905,000 and actual payments
thus far have amounted to
$729,229.
Scorsone has filed requests
under the Kentucky Open
Records Act to view the actual
invoices presented by the law
firms but has been turned down
by several agencies. including

sion about access to and the
quality of health services across
the globe, held from 6-8 p.m. in
Mason Auditorium.
On Wednesday. Nov. 16, an
International Bazaar will he held
from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
International students attending
MSU will display the countries
represented on the campus,
showcasieg their •native languages. arts, foods, religions and
more.
Barry Brown, Dr. Ron Cella.
Dr. Bill Payne and Dr. Farouk
Umar will then present "The
ELI: Past Present and Future" in
the Barkley Room from 2-3 p.m.
From 2:30-3:30 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room, Dr. Kevin
Binfield will he making a,presentation on "What the Lecturer
Learned About Teaching in

Burglary complaint
leads to drug find

,

II International ...
From Front

Britain."
Also on Wednesday,from 4-6
p.m. in the Barkley Room, Dr.
Kit W. Wester, Dr. Celia Wall,
Dr. Jeanne Scafella and Dr. Jeri
Schatz will be making various
presentations. Following their
lectures, a film will be shown in
Business Building Room 404.
from 6:30-8 p.m. The film, "Life
and Debt in the Third World: A
Film and Interdisciplinata
Discussion," will be moderated
by Fred Miller, and a panel discussion will he held by Dr. Seid
'Ha.ssan, Ann Beck, Dr. Steve
Jones and Dr. Michael Basile.
On Thursday, Nov. 17, the
morning will begin with a presentation of "Globalization: The
Ripple Effect" from 9:30-10
a.m. in the Mississippi Room.
with Evanthia Sotiriou. Later,
from 2-3:30 p.m. in the Barkley
Room, a presentation titled.
"Forging Change in the Face of
Challenge," will he made by Dr.
William Mulligan, Katie Oiler
and Thomas C. Glover.
The next presentation is set
for 3:45-5:15 ap.m. s in the
Misaiasippi RDO*131. :Prospects
for
Change
in
Global
Education" will he the topic for
Heidi Maria Pafford, Dr.
.Therese Saint-Paul and Johan
Koren.
Friday's (Nov. 18) session
will kick off in Ole Barkley
Room at 3-4:30 0.111., with
"Unity in Diversity," presented
by Eun Jeong Kim and
Mohammed Ebrahim.
The week will close with an
International
Potluck
Competition sponsored by MSU
International Ambassadors. The
event will be held in Woods Hall
Lobby at 6 p.m.
For further information on
the week's events, ax wellas any
additions or changes to the
schedule, go to hup://www.murray state.eduhew.

•

GREG TRAVISLedger & Times Photo
Local officials are urging motorists to be aware of train
traffic at crossings, especially the crossing on Ky. 121
South.

NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
at 6 p.m. Thursday --at
Calloway County
Middle
School, Agenda items include
the 2005-06 nutrition and
physical activity report card,
high school HVAC project
bids and an executive session regarding student discipline.
•The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday • at city hall: The
agenda includes a resolution
to authorize the purchase of
natural gas from Tennergy
Corp. The finance/personnel
committee meets at 530 p.m„
the public works committee
will meet at 6 p m, and the
public safety committee will
meet at 6:20 p m All three
committees will make reports
during the full council meeting
II The Murray Independent
Board of Education is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. on
Thursday in the central office
board room of the Carter
Administration
building.
Consideration of a process
and timeline for the selection
of a new superintendent and a
district financial audit report
are on the agenda for the
meeting.
III To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
burglary
complaint
A
Tuesday led the Murray Police
Department to discovering more
than 2(X) grams of marijuana
that would sell for about $880
on the street.
David Wurtman. 21. who
lives at 96 Stanford Drive, was
arrested for trafficking in marijuana (less than 8 ounce.$). second-degree trafficking in a controlled substance and possession
of drug paraphernalia.
MPD officer Tim Fortner
responded to a burglary complaint at Wurtman's residence at
8:42 a.m. Tuesday and noticed
-what appeared to be drug paraphernalia and marijuana seeds.
according to a police release.
Fortner and MPD Detective

From Front
tion officials will add signage, including temporary electronic signs,
on the three state highways — Ky. 121. Ky. 94 and Ky. 80 — that
have railroad crossings. City street crews will also make. sure
Chestnut. Main and Spruce streets as well as Old Concord Road are
marked well.
"The one coming in on 121 Soutfrscares me the most because
people fly through there," Elias said.
Greenwich, Conn.-based Genesee & Wyoming Inc. owns most of
the local track. but KWT a division out of Paris, Tenn., operates the
train. Manning said the local EDC recently bought the HardinSouthern Railroad and will use the section north of Ky. KO to
Webasto's plant for this operation. The northern pan toward Hardin
is not active.
•
"Our portion of the rail is in prime condition. You can't foresee
all problems. but I don't anticipate any derails or anything on out
portion," Manning said. "I hope its a good thing for the community and I hope it doesn't cause any problems."

Chris Garland served a search
warrant at 11:21 a.m. They also
used K-9 Nero at the scene.
Upon executing the warrant,
the officers found 224 grams of
marijuana, which they said had
an estimated street value of
$880. They also discovered
paraphernalia and Lortabs.
Wunman was taken to the
Calloway County jail, but he
was released later Tuesday on a
$5,000 surety bond and under
the conditions he refrains from
alcohol and drug use and
appears in Calloway District
Court Nov. 21, a jail spokeswoman said this morning.
MPD Sgt. Mark McCuiston
and Calloway County Sheriff's
Deputy Richard Steen assisted
in the investigation.

Threat case goes to grand jury
By KRISTIN TAYLOR

•Trains ...

Town Crier

Policelog

the Transportation Cabinet. In
Murray State University Police Department
each
instance, Scorsone's • Facilities Management reported at 1046 a.m. Monday a sign
request has been upheld by the stolen over the weekend.
attorney general's office, which • Burned food in the fourth floor kitchen at White College caused
is charged with reviewing the fire alarm to activate at 5 p.m. Monday. There was no fire, but
appeals of records cases.
smoke was in the kitchen and hallway. Murray Fire Department
The committee voted along ventilated the area. The state fire marshal also was notified.
party lines to disapprove of the • An iPod was reported missing from Regents College at 5:10
latest increase in payments to p.m. Monday. A case for theft by unlawful taking less than $300.
lawyers, though the vote was • An officer was at Regents College at 6:51 p.m. Monday with a
meaningless because the admin- Calloway County Sheriff's Department because a non-student
istration has already approved was arrested on a warrant.
them.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
Sen. Katie Stine, R-Fort
and citations from various agencies.
Thomas, said outside legal help
is needed so long as investigators are seeking more documents from the administration.

Staff Writer
A grand jury will hear the
case of a man accused of making
threats against Commonwealth
Attorney Gale Cook and her
husband last month.
Ronald J. Profeta,45,of New
Concord, is charged with retaliating against a participant in the
legal process, a felony punishable by one to five years in
prison. It is .unclear when a
grand jury will meet because a
special prosecutor will likely be
appointed to handle the caw.
District Judge Jeanne,Carroll
said there was probable cause
and forwarded the charge to the
grand jury during a preliminary
hearing Tuesday.
Assistant Commonwealth
Attorney Victor Cook has said
he and his wife will not he
involved in prosecuting the case.
Profeta is familiar with the

Cooks from a 2004 case in
which he eventually pleaded
guilty to first-degree wanton
endangerment. Their office
prosecuted the matter and eventually offered him a plea agreement he took.
The threats came to light
after Profeta's neighbor, John
Foster Padgett, overheard a conversation as he walked up to
Profeta a Tea Rose Road liuuse
on Oct. 26. Padgett also believed
he was the third person Profeta
mentioned in his threats.
State
Police
Kentucky
Trooper Jason Young testified
Tuesday that Padgett called
Profeta's probation officer.
Young arrested Profeta on Oct.
28 after investigation the threats.
Public defender Scott West,
who is representing Profeta, said
the neighbors have an ongoing
dispute. which his client to him
include a history of false reports.
•

Tonight will he partly cloudy
then clear with lows around 40.
Thursday will be mostly
sunny with highs in the upper
50s. followed by 'a mostly clear
and cold night with lows in the
lower 30s to upper 20s.

times has attracted as many as

From Front
column written -ba Murray resident Nancy Garrett for the
Murray Ledger
Times in
1985. Atter reading the article.
the group's founding members
Theron Riley and Joretta
Randolph -- whose wife and
father, respectively, were. suffering from .Alzheimer's — discussed the need for a support
group in Calloway County that
could assist caregiver, and contacted Ragsdale.
The trio quickly formed • a
.small circle of members that has
survived for 20 years and at

15 or more members. Riley is
now
deceased:
however
Randolph was on hand for the
celebration Tuesday night.
Ragsdale said the support
provided by group is very
important to family members of
Alzheimer patients.
"We work with caregivers on
how to deal with all of these personality changes and the challenging behaviors that may
arise." she said. "We were hoping in the beginning that they
would find a cure in two-to three
years and we could move on. but
Alzheimer's is all over the world

/lie ure )ay
7iss

TALK 'TIL YOU'RE
BLUE IN THE FACE
$35 A MONTH

now."
According to the Alzheimer's
Association of America, about
4.5 Million Americans have the
disease, a figure that has more
than doubled since 1980. The
condition's reach goes mud)farther than that number howeVer
because for every patient there is
at least one or more caregivers
that often provide help 24-hours
a day. seven days per week as
the patient grows less capable of
caring for themselves and more
feeble.
"Caregivers face a life of
drathatic highs and lows: swinging from the joy of knowing

ririss cNuccess is
Opporhmilt

their loved one is home, happy
and safe, to dealing with the
frustration and fear of the
increasingly erratic behavior of
someone who is slipping away,"
according to an article printed
on the organization's Web site..
Alzheimer's
primarily
attacks short-term memory in
the early stages, but will eventually affect long and short-term
memory."So they lose the ability to remember what they ate for
breakfast or whether they took a
bath today. Those things tend to
go first, but memories of growing up as a child remain mare
prevalent." Ragsdale said.
For those interested in joining the MCCH Alzheimer's
Disease
Education-Support
Group. educational meetings are
scheduled on the second
Tuesday' of each month with the
support group scheduled to meet
on the fourth Tuesday of each
month. Both meeting are held at
4:30 p.m. in the MCCH boardroom on the second floor of the
hospital. The group is part of
The Alzheimer's Association
Greater Ky and Southern
Indiana Chapter.
For more information, contact Ragsdale at 762-1108. An
Alzheimer's Help Line is also
available at 1-800-272-3900.
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STATE/INTERNATIONAL

ENGLAND

Candidates began filing today

France declares
state of emergency
The French government declared a state of
emergency after nearly two weeks of noting
and tacitly acknowledged that it would work
to reduce discrimination against immigrants.
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France's rioting storm eases

ii

PARIS(AP)- France's storm of
rioting eased Wednesday, with
car burnings falling nearly by
half, police said. But looters and
vandals defied a state of emergency with attacks on superstores, a newspaper warehouse
and a subway station.
The extraordinary 12-day late
of emergency, which began at
midnight Tuesday, covered
Paris, its suburbs and more than
30 other French cities from the
Mediterranean to the border
with Germany and to Rouen in
the north _ an indication of how
widespread arson, riots and
other unrest hiole become in
nearly two weeks of violence.
The unrest began Oct. 27 and
has grown into a nationwide
insurrection by disillusioned
suburban youths who complain
ployment. Although many of the
French-born children of Arab
and black African immigrants
are Muslim, police say the violence is not being driven by
Islamic groups.
Interior Minister Nicolas
Sarkozy,
previously
who
inflamed passions by referring
to troublemakers as "scum," said
180 foreigners have been convicted for roles in the violence,
and he called on local authorities
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to expel them.
"I have asked regional prefects
to expel foreigners who were
convicted _ whether they have
proper residency papers or not _
without delay," he said during a
National Assembly session.
The emergency decree
invoked a 50-year-old security
law that dates to France's colonial war in Algeria that empowers officials to put troublemakers under house arrest, ban or
limit the movement of people
and
vehicles,
confiscate
weapons and close public spaces
where gangs gather.
It also paved the way for curfews in areas where officials feel
they are needed. By midday
Wednesday, only a few municipalities, and regions imposed
them. Paris had not.
During late Tuesday through
early
Wednesday,
youths
torched 617 vehicles, down
from 1,173 a night earlier,
national police spokesman
Patrick Hamon said. Incidents
were reported in 116 towns,
down from 226.
Police made 280 arrests, raising the total to 1,830 since the
violence erupted 13 nights ago.
National Police Chief Michel
Gaudin said an additional 1,000
officers
were
deployed

overnight, bringing the total to
11,500. He attributed the drop in
attacks to police sweeps and
cooperation from community
groups.
"The arrests are bearing fruit,"
Interior Ministry spokesman
Franck Louvrier said. "It's clear
there has been a significant
drop, but we must persevere."
Christian Gaillard de
Lavernee, head of the national
civil security brigade, said firefighters responded to 30 percent
fewer calls overnight than the
previous day. In some towns.
concerned residents have banded together to. keep overnight
watch on public buildings and to
patrol their neighborhoods,
armed only with fire extinguishers.
Riot police fired tear gas to
disperse youths throwing gasoline bombs in the southwestern
city of Toulouse. and rioters
exploded an unoccupied bus
with Molotov cocktails in the
town
of
near
Bassens,
Bordeaux. No injuries were
reported.
Officials were forced to shut
down the southern city of Lyon's
subway system after a firebomb
exploded in a station late
Tuesday, a regional government
spokesman said

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Vs ati •State Representati‘e
asked questions.
voters in Kentucky set to see •Justice of the Supreme Court
"This election cycle represent,
more races on the ballot than at II. 2. 4. 5 unexpired term, 6)
an excellent opportunity for citi
any other time in Kentucky's II Judge of the Court of Appeals tens
thi
across
from
history. thousands of citizens are III Circuit Judge
Commonwealth to run for polit
expected to file their papers. to •District Judge
ical office. I hope that the large
have their name on the 2006 bal- III Commonwealth Attorney tit. number of races on the ballot
lot.
the jurisdiction is multi-county) and the ballot access procedural
Potential candidates were to
In order to help the thousands manual will encourage cittien,
begin filing with the appropriate of candidates, both new and old. to seek an office," remarked
election official today.
seeking political office, the Grayson.
2006 should be an exciting Office of the Secretary of State
The record number of races 0i.
election year in Kentucky," stat- has developed a ballot access the ballot is due to the 1992 con
ed Secretary of State Trey procedural
manual
titled: stitutional amendment creatin:
Grayson. "We are expecting Declaring Your Candidacy. For an "off year" in ele, r:, .!)
thousands of Kentuckians to the first time, Kentuckians will Every four years,
seek office, including a number have a quick guide to filing for not have a regularly scheduled
of first time candidates."
political office.
eleCtion. To accommodate this
Primary candidates, including
Although the publication change. some offices terms were
political party candidates and focuses primarily on candidate altered to ensure that no election
candidates for non-partisan filing procedures, sample forms fell on the "off year." This is
'races that file with the Secretary for attaining ballot access, and the .first time since the amendof State, have until Jan. 31, 2006 qualifications for each elective ment passed that this large numto file for office.
office, it also includes other ber of races has appeared on the.
• Candidates for offices that file important and pertinent election ballot at the same time.
with the Office of the Secretary information that may affect canFor more information about
of State may begin to file their. didates. The manual contains filing to run for elected office i
papers as early as 8:00 a.m. an election schedule, sample fil- Kentucky. to obtain a copy 01
EST. Candidates for offices ing forms of various types, con- Declaring Your Candidacy. or to
that file with the local county tact information for state elec- view a list of candidates once
clerk should call their clerk's tion agencies, and answers to filing as begun, please visit
office for more information candidates' most frequently www.sos.ky.govielections.
about filing times.
Offices that file with the
•••••••• ••••••
Secretary of State include:
IN United States Representative
III State Senator (even numbered
districts)
•
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Ability is what you are capable of doing. Motivation
eteutiines what you.do. Attitude determines how
ell on do
true ability, motivati
• Extensive Floor time
available
• Largest Nationwide #1
Real Estate Company in
the country
• National Franchise #1 in Sales!

Ito\

Your Local
Authorized

SONY
Dealer
Jason Reed, Owner
Jon Tubbs, Consultant
Certified & Insured
OSHA Compliance Training & Inspection-

24 fiRs - 7 DAIS A WLEk

On Display in Our Ask about our commercial
or residential phone. sourW
New Showroom:
and security systems.
•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
•Home Theater Systems
•Plasma & LCD TVs

1H-State Safety
Management

Sales
Service
Installation

Let us bid
your new
construction
project!

MURRAY ELECTRONICS, INC.

101 Poplar St

(270) 753-7567

753-4704 • 293-5215
or 293-3665

Mon-Fri: 9am-6pm. Sat: 9am-4pm
•
••
•••••••••••••

THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS
FESTIVAL, 2005
First Baptist Church - Murray, KY

FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
Sunday, December 4
5:00 PM & 7:00 PM
(Pleasefollow the numbered steps to place your ticket orderfor the
Murray Christmas Festival.)
I.

Name
Address

Phone

City

Zip

State

Circle the TIME you wish to attend: Sun., 5 p.m. Sun., 7 p.m.
3.

NUMBER of tickets requested (limit 10 perfamily please)

4.

INCLUDE A SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE.
If this envelope is not enclosed, the tickets cannot be mailed.
Mail ticket request form to: The Murray Christmas Festival
First Baptist Church
203 South Fourth Street
Murray, KY 42071

If you're interested in getting your real estate license
or selling real estate, give us a call!

For additional information, contact
Jeff Smith at 270-703-2620

1,1

Come visit
us at our
New
Location!

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
SALES & SERVICE

Have You Considered
a Career in Real Estate?
• Extensive training
programs
• Top Commissions
• Full broker services
• Private offices
• National Referral
Network
• Top Opportunities

Itednesday, Norember 9, 2005 •.1A

L212

re,

5.
Please send tickets to me for the other time if my
requested time is unavailable.
Do not send me any tickets if my requested time is
unavailable.
Reservation request will be filled in the order in which they are
received. Tickets may be ordered by mail only. No telephone
orders can be accepted. If there are problems in receiving
tickets, please call 270-753-1854 between the hours of
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. after Sunday, November 27, 2005.
Please order only those tickets which you require so that others may hate
the joy of attending.

Real Estate Associates
660A N. 12th St. • Murray • 759-9016
jsmithl@remax.net
• www.kentuckylakeproperty.us
e-mail:

•••..
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On that day while answering
There he stood. Under a basthe author's questions. Bradley
ket at Princeton University's
insisted that the maneuver "is a
Dillon Gymnasium. In his basmuch simpler shot than it
Still
uniform.
practice
ketball
appears to be, and, to illustrate.
sweating from a demanding
1
•4
he tossed a ball over his shoulworkout. Now he caught ques*
he
while
basket
the
into
and
der
to
passed
s,
basketball
not
tions,
was talking and looking
him by the acclaimed writer
' in the eye."
(McPhee
John
McPhee retrieved the ball
McPhee.
and handed it back to the
On
Princeton star.
t
assignmen
"When you have played basfor The New
ketball for a while, you don't
Yorker.
need to look at the basket when
,McPhee
you are in close like this,"
interviewed
iiPg2-''\
the Princeton Bradley explained as he flipped
/14./
cA)44
again
shoulder
his
over
ball
the
AllthAr24e
1;.E.
:T 146441
Home and American for cleanly through the hoop.
devel"You
said.
Eventually, he
a long piece
Away
op a sense of where you are."
By James
centered on
Duane Bolin
You develop a sense of
his senior
Ledger & Times year at
where you are.
Columnist
Since my teenage years I
Princeton, a
To the Editor,
have respected and admired Bill
It's Veterans Day once more, with fewer
year in
Bradley, first for his exploits on and fewer of the Old Soldiers. We again
which he led the nation in scorwant to salute those who have fought and
the hardwood and now for
ing and secured a Rhodes
who have died for our freedom and
done
has
those
he
that
g
everythin
History
study
to
Scholarship
You are encouraged to participate in
rights.
top
high
since he laced up his
and Political Science for two
es in your area on Nov II to
ceremoni
the
time.
last
the
for
Converse
years at Oxford University in
those who have served or are
honor
us
help
After graduating from
England.
are many area families
There
now.
serving
a
down
Princeton. he turned
Bill Bradley fielded quesand war, let's salute
separation
by
apart
torn
lucrative contract with the New
tions just as he played basketthem. It's a short period of time
support
and
at
ball, effortlessly and with grace. York Knickerbockers to study
to spend once a year, to say Thank You to
Oxford. He returned from
In those early 1960s. before ,
our Nations Protectors, our Veterans and
England to play for the Knicks, Soldiers.
Pistol Pete. before Dr..), before
winning an NBA championship
Lehron
before
Each day we are losing thousands of our
Air Jordan, and
-raRdtey'c style- was -- - -artei-wrifmg Life-on The Itun -older veteransfrum-age-andifirtmottes,-and:
poignant memoir about the gru- each day we are losing a few more in the
decidedly straightforward and
exotic life of an NBA star. current war. How we wish the world could
eling,
unexaggerated.. .
learn from the past, learn to live in peace,
Upon his retirement from
"He dislikes flamboyance,"
ran
he
thereby saving so many lives, preserving
basketball
al
profession
McPhee wrote. "and. unlike the happiness of so many families, the
Jersey
New
a
for
ly
successful
greatest
's
some of basketball
spouses. children, and parents. Those left
2000.
stars. has apparently never made Senate seat, and then in
behind also pay the price of war in different
the
for
fully
unsuccess
ran
he
a mos e merely to attract attenpresidency of the United States. ways.
tion."
However that seems a futile wish, so we
He has continued to write books
"Nonetheless." according to
go on. working toward that peace.
must
about what it means to live a
McPhee."he does make someoffering that helping hand to the oppressed
life in service to others.
thing .4 a spectacle of himself
of the world, and taking in stride what the
As a teacher of history, what world throws our way.
when he moves in rapidly paral1 admire most about Bradley is
• It is not in us. as Americans, to turn a
lel to the baseline, glides
only
the
that
insisted
has
he
that
to.
back
his
blind eye to the injustices in the world, or
through the air with
to turn the other cheek if we are violated
the basket, 16oks for a teammate way to develop "a sense of
unjustlWe will defflid-Miritometanil -and
skhere we are in the world, at
he can pass to. and, finding
we
wherever
way of life, and it is our Soldiers who
away,"
our
and
"home
the
into
none, tosses the ball
to
is
stand the guard. They deserve our undying
find ourselves in the world,
basket over one shoulder, like a
gratitude and appreciation for their sacripast.
the
d
understan
and
study
pinch of saltfices each day.
How can we make a differMcPhee concluded that the
I hope that you will come out and see
ence in Murray. Kentucky?
shot "has the essential characthe Veterans Day Parade honoring our
What is our niche'? How can
teristics of a wild accident,
Veterans and Soldiers, this is a wonderful
we make our lives count for
which is what many people
way to show your patriotism and a chance
something beyond ourselves'?
stubbornly think they haw witto wave your flag. 14urray and Calloway
Only'by understanding somenessed until they see him do it
County are fortunate to have people that
thing about where we come
row."
for the third time in a
will organize and work to sec that this
from, are we able to develop "a event is successful. Come join us at 3:30
the um a-thodos. over-thesense of where we are" in'our
PM bring the family. The many Veteran
shoulder shot had no name.
our
in
state,
our
in
ies,
communit
associations, AMVETS Post 45 at Paris
Bradley said that "he had never
the
in
world,
our
in
nation,
Landing. American Legion, VFW. their
he
that
hut
it.
for
name
a
heard
things.
of
Auxiliaries and other groups, that will host
had seen Oscar Robertson of the whole scheme
House at their facilities on Veterans
Open
Cincinnati Royals and krr)
welcome all seterans. These organand
day
James Duane Bolin teiwhes
Vs'est of the Los Angeles Laker,
at
History
in the Department of
do it, and had worked it out for
Murray State l'niversity and
himselfwrites.froni his study at home.
for
out
it
ss
had
(irked
l'es. he
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OUR READERS WRITE
sod, and your course ofstrength comes
solely tram God.
Loving a Soldier is undefinedfear and
crying until there's not another tear
And hating the world, yourself and the
war and stomping and kicking until you
can fight anymore.
And then giving up. kneeling and proving, and really meaning the prayers you art.
saying.
And then the mail comes, you bubble
with joy. and act like a baby with a shining
new toy'.
And now you know he far away, and
you just keep loving him more each day.
You-are'-s&proud ofMe-job-he is helping
get done. you don't care anymore, if living's
notfun.
Then you grit your teeth, and muster a
grin you've got afight -- and someone
who's in it,
Loving a Soldier
you've got a war and you'd better help
Loving a Soldier is not all play, in fact.
it.
win
there's very little of it that's gar.
And then comes your birthday, you're a
It's mostly having, but not to hold, it's
year older today, but you feeljust the same
being young andfeeling old.
as you did yesterday.
Loving a Soldier is all milk and no
You note you've changed, you're wiser
cream. it's being in love with 0 misty dream.
more strong, you can weather this war if it's
It's getting a Valentinefrom a western
twenty years long.
camp, and sending a letter with an upside
You'll work and you'll sweat every hour
down stamp.
day, yourjob will be hard, but you'll
the
of
won't
know
you
It's hoping fin- a leave
sure earn your pay
come, it's wondering if he'll ever get home.
You're- tired-and„yott!rewy but you're
hter,-itaug
-And when he does-rome
doing your share, you're helping your
together unconscious ofpeople, of time,
Soldier to win over there.
and of weather
So. loving a Soldier is bitterness and
It's hearing him whisper his lovefor you,
it's loneliness, sadness, unidentified
tears,
love
you
that
whisper,
and your-murmured
fears:
him too.
It's fretting, and sweating and loving and
And then comes the wonderful pmmise
living, it's nothing to takefor a darned lot
oflove, and knowing that you're watched
of giving
by the Father
No. loving a soldier is really notfun,
above; and loving a Soldier is goodbye
it's well worth the price, when the
but
ever
you'll
if
g
wonderin
at the train, and
is
battle won.
see him again.
Author unknown
go,
him
letting
painfully,
y,
And reluctantl
when inside you're crying - for wanting him
Not much has changed has it? God Bless
so.
Soldiers, Veterans and the USA.
our
And you watch for the word that he is
Jan Doall, Publicity Chairman
-out.
dragged
long,
a
through
well, and wait
AMVETS Aux Posi 45
no letter spell.
Paris, Tenn.
not
sand.
on
planted
are
feet
And our

izations work to support our Veterans, our
Soldiers, and our Community in many ways
every day. It was a real honor to visit the
Vietnam Moving Wall earlier this year
when the Veterans of Calloway County
sponsored this event, I commend you
Murray area.
I would like to share a poem with you,
written by a young wife and mother during
WWII about her feelings on Loving a
Soldier. It tells the other side of the Soldiers
stories, of the loved ones left behind, a
story that Soldiers have to suffer through
too, war affects us all. Many of you will
join me. as the old saying goes, in repeat-ing.-Merl there.-done that".
As a salute to all our Veterans, Soldiers,
and their families at home waiting and loving.

WASHINGTON TODAY
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WASHINGTON API •
President Bush is getting back
to business on the homefront
after his trip to Latin America
and will have a few days to
tend to problems at home
before taking off for distant
lands again.
Bush returned from Panama
late Monday at the end of a
tive-day trip that included a
hemispheric summit in
Argentina and was leaving for
an eight-day trip to Asia on
Nov. 14. That gives him precious little time to work on his
domestic agenda, help win support for replacement Supreme
Court nominee Sam Alito and
deal with the fallout from the
CIA leak case that involved two
of his top aides.
AP
Between his foreign visits, a
the
for
Texas
trip home to
abroad, as was obvious in Latin
Thanksgiving holiday and other
America. Protesters in
domestic travel in between,
Argentina drew' attention to
Bush will spend roughly twoanti-Bush sentiment in the
thirds of November away from
region. and leading South
the White House.
American nations were reluctant to mose ahead with Bush's
The trips largely will keep
call for opening trade.
Bush's focus overseas while
problems are mounting at home.
Meanwhile. reporter's travelBut the president does not get
ing with Bush dogged him
to escape his woes by traveling

about the CIA leak case that is
contributing to his all-time low
approval rating.
While he was away, Bush '
ordered mandatory ethics briefings for all staff with security
clearances. The sessions come
in the wake of the indictment
against Vice President Dick
Cheney's now-resigned chief of
staff. I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby.
Top Bush political confidant
Karl Rove also remains under
investigation for his role in
revealing the identity of CIA
officer Valerie Plame, wife of
an outspoken critic of the war
against Iraq.
But while Libby has been
charged with lying to investigators and a federal grand jury.
Rove has not been charged with
anything, and neither man has
been accused of breaking the
law against revealing the identity of an undercover officer.
On his trip. Bush would not
respond to reporters inquiries
about whether he should apologize to Americans for his
administration's assertion that
Rove and Libby weren't
involved or answer questions

about whether Rove told him
the truth or should remain in his
job.
While there is an ongoing
investigation, he will not comment, the president said.
Bush refused even to say
whether he had lived up to his
2000 campaign promise that,
"We will ask not only what is
legal but what is right, not what
the lawyers allow but what the
public deserves."
Bush's foreign travel on this
month's calendar were scheduled long ago to coincide with
vital international summits. The
Asia visit surrounds the Asia,
Pacific Economic Cooperation
meeting and the Latin American
trip began with the Summit of
the Americas.
During his Asia trip. Bush
plans stops in Korea, Mongolia.
China and Japan. He will be the
first sitting U.S. president to
visit Mongolia.
The APEC summit is in
Busan. South Korea. and will
include discussion on economic
growth, security cooperation
and once again the thorny issue
of free trade.
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Obituaries
Holland Webb
The funeral for I lolland
will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill funeral Home. The Rev. Joey Reed will
officials.. Music will be by the choir of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, where he was a member.
Pallbearers will be Bill Gentry, Darrell Clark,
Robert Clark, Darren Clark, Hazel Lee Boyd and
Carl Dalton. Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5
to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday):
Mr. Webb. 88, Mitchell Story Road, Murray.
died Sunday. Nov. 6,2005, at 5:18 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired carpenter with Local 687 in Michigan for 50 years, he
was a Navy veteran of World War II. He had been a 50-year member of a lodge of Free and Accepted Masons in Michigan.
Two brothers, Urban Webb and Ted Webb. preceded him in
death. Born July 29, 1917, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Houston Webb and Audie Mae West Webb.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jessie Coplen Webb; one son.
Donald Gene Webb, Madison Heights, Mich.; three grandchildren,
Jacki Webb Erbs and husband, Bobby, Miramar, Fla., Donald Webb,
Warren, Mich., and Debbie Webb, Roseville, Mich.; one brother,
Robert Gene Webb and wife, Gail, Nashville, Tenn.
Webb

Mrs. Winnie L. Burkeen
Mrs. Winnie L. Burkeen, 97, Murray, died today, Wednesday.
Nov. 9.2005,at 2:15 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Morel Austin Frost
lorel Austin Frost, 67, Tompkinsville, father of Steven Frost of
Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 5, 2005, at Vanderbilt Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
A truck driver, he was a veteran of the United
States Army. Born Jan. 22, 1938, in Clay
County, Ind., he was the son of the late Mere)
Luthem Frost and Clarisa Mae Lash Frost.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sarah Snider
Frost, to whom he was married May 6, 1977;
two sons, Steven Frost and wife, Lisa, Murray,
and Michael Frost, Tompkinsville; one daughter, Mrs. Shasta Wilson
and husband, Shawn, Portland. Tenn.; four grandchildren. Stephanie
and Kristen Frost and Logan and Damon Wilson; two brothers. Jack
Wiggenton, Brazil, Ind., and Jimmy Tyler, Cadiz; sister-in-law, Mrs.
JoAnn Fritz. Brazil. Ind.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of YokleyTrible Funeral Home,Tompkinsville. Bobby Reynolds will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Old Mt. Herman Cemetery.Visitation will
be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Thursday.

Kenneth J. Ayers
Kenneth J. Ayers. 59. Paris, Tenn.. died Monday. Nov. 7. 2005. at
his home. He was a former assistant plant production manager at

Tecumseh for 21 years and a former manager of Mr. Tire at Henry
County Farmers Co-Op for three years, both in Paris. A member of
Birds Creek Baptist Church. he served in the National Guard and
United States Army as a medic.
Preceding him in death were one son,
one sister. Doris Payne,jtnd•
Kenneth Ayers
two brothers, Harold and John Ayers. Born July
8, 1946, in Carnesville, Ga.. he was the son of
the late Ulus M. Ayers and Helon Wilkinson
Ayers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Evelyn
Paschall Ayers, to whom he was married March
II. 1966: one sister. Mrs. Carolyn McAllister and husband, Ken, and
one brother, Dan Ayers and wife. Nancy. all of Clarksville. Ga.:
mother-in-law, Mrs. Maggie Paschall, and sister-in-law, Mrs.
Dt.trryel Lee and husband. J.T., all of Murray, Ky.; four brothers-inlaw. Edward Paschall, Nashville. Tenn., Carves Paschall and wife,
Darlene, McKenzie,Tenn., and George Paschall and wife. Betty, and
Dudley Paschall and wife. Sandra, all of Nashville. Tenn.; several
nieces and nephews and several great-nieces and great-nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris. Steve Gallimore and Ann Robins
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Kenneth Paschall. Nicholas Paschall, Jimmy
Norton, Jason Armstrong. Jason Wiser and Howard Farmer, active:
Carves Paschall, George Paschall, Dudley Paschall, Edward
Paschall, J.T. Lee. Tommy Rogers, Rodney Gallimore and Marshall
Helms, honorary. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery,
Murray. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday) and after 10 a.m. Thursday.

Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
. Mrs. Byers. 71. Magruder Road. Kevil, died Sunday. Nov. 6,
2005, at 4:10 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. A homemaker, she was a member of Spring Bayou Baptist Church.
One son. David Byers, and two brothers all preceded her in
death. She was the daughter of the late Jesse McNeely and Mollie
Lovett McNeely.
Survivors include her husband, Eugene Byers; one son, Dennis
Byers. West Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Nell Dotson, Kirksey.; two
brothers. Frank McNeely, Fairdealing, and Roy Leon McNeely.
Seffner, Fla.; two grandchildren.

Paid Obituary
Roy G. Rose

The tuneral for Roy G. Rose was today (Wednesday) at II a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. James
Fulton and the Rev. Randy Lowe officiated. Music will be by Debra
Gordon, Beth Stribling and John B. Cavitt.
Pallbearers will be Jamie Washer, Scott
Childress, Todd Childress. Richard Towery,
William Woods and Jay Fulton, active; J.D.
Usrey, 011ie Hall. John B. Ca% itt, Hugh Palmer,
Bill Elkins. James Harrison. Ray Lee, Charles
.1.0•• Lee, Waid Copeland, Jack Norsworthy." Bob
Norssvorthy and Jeff Gordon. honorary. Burial
will follow in the Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Mrs. Eunice Lee Tynes
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Oak Grove
The funeral for Mrs. Eunice Lee Tynes was today (Wednesday)
Presbyterian Church Building Fund, c/o Carolyn
Cumberland
Rev:
The
Mayfield.
Home,
Funeral
Brown
of
chapel
the
in
a.m.
II
at
Collins, 190 Cascade Hills, Benton, KY 42025.
Jimmy Madding officiated.
Mr. Rose, 84, Washer Road. Kirksey. died Sunday, Nov.6. 2005.
Pallbearers were grandsons, active, and granddaughters, honat 9:35 a.m. at West View Nursing Home. Murray
orary. Burial was in the'Hicks Cemetery in Graves County.
Mrs. Tynes.82, Mayfield, died Sunday, Nov.6,2005, at 5:37 a.m.
An Army veteran of World War 11. he was a member and elder of
at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah. A homemaker, she.was a member of
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church. A Kentucky Colonel.
New Life Baptist Church. Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Russell Tynes; one he was a heavy equipment operator and also an operating engineer.
daughter, Martha Tynes; one son, Wilton Tynes: her mother. Leona He was a 50-year member of Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Burkhart; three brothers, Freddie Burkhart, Eddie Burkhart and Accepted Masons, and a member of Veterans of Foreign Wars and
International Union of Operating Engineers Low! 181.
Lexie Morris; two grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
Preceding him in death were two sisters. Reba Wilson and Veda
Survivors,include six daughters, Mrs. Mary Thorn, Dexter, Mrs.
Edna Doke, Joplin, Mo.. and Ms. Delorse Tynes, Mrs. Belle Jones, and one brother. Harmon Rose. Born Nov. 3. 1921. in
Degonia, Mrs. Tina Menser and Mrs. Janie Peoples, all of Mayfield; Calloway County, he was the son of the late Haywood Rose and
five sons, Louis Tynes, Cary Tynes and James Tynes, all of Minnie Ethel Copeland Rose.
Mayfield, Dean Tynes, Fancy Farm. and Larry Tynes, Newburgh,
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Hughes Rose. to
Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Ruby Cox, Benton. and Mrs. Maggie Bennett. whom he was married March 23. 1943, in Charleston. Mo.; one
Doniphan. Mo.: 22 grandchildren: 23 great-grandchildren.
daughter. Mrs. Barbara Bucy and husband. Kenneth. Kirksey: one
son, Michael (Mickey) Rose and wife. Marie. Houston, Texas: two
grandchildren. Susan Bucy, Eddy's ille. and Brad Bucy. Nashville.
Mrs. Rose Mary Byers
Tenn.; three stepgrandchildren. Renee Howard. Jeanien Green and
The funeral for Mrs. Rose Mary Byers Will be today(Wednesday) Jayme Sears. all of Oklahoma: one brother. Hubert Rose, New Port
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. Dr. William Richey'. Fla.: several nieces and nephews.
J. Stillivaii wilt-officiate. Buriafwül follow in the -Maple Spring

Democrats score off-year election victories across the nation
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By ROBERT TANNER
AP National Writer
Democrats cleaned up big in
off-year elections from New
Jersey to California, sinking the
embraced
who
candidate
President Bush in the final days
of the Virginia governor's campaign. They also turned back all
four of GOP Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger's efforts to
reshape state government. Democratic Sen. Ion Corzine
easily won the New Jersey governor's seat after an expensive,
mudslinging campaign. trouncing Republican Doug Forrester
by 10 percentage points. Polls in
the last week had forecast a
much closer race.
Democratic Lt. Gov. Tim
Kaine won a solid victory in
GOP-leaning Virginia, beating
Republican Jerry Kilgore by
more than 5 percentage points.
Democrats crowed that Bush's
election-eve rally for the former
state attorney general only
spurred more Kaine supporters
to the polls.
California,
In
Schwarzenegger failed in his
push to rein in the Democratcontrolled Assembly. All four of
his ballot measures flopped:
Capping spending, removing
legislators' redistricting powers,
making teachers‘ work five years
instead of two to pass probation,
and restricting political spending by public employee unions.
Elsewhere. Texas voters
overwhelmingly approved a
constitutional ban on gay marriage, Maine voted to preserve
the state's new gay-rights law,
and GOP Mayor Michael

Bloomberg easily clinched a
heavily
in
term
second
Democratic New York.
Democrats said the results
were the first steps toward bigger victories next year - when
control of Congress and 36 governors seats are at stake - and
for the 2008 presidential race.
national
believe
"I
Republican politics ... really had
an effect___in__ Virginia and
California," said Democratic
Party Chairman Howard Dean.
Voters "don't like the abuse of
power, they don't like the culture of corruption. They want
the nation to go in a different
way."
Republicans warned against
reeding too much into two governorships that started the day in
Democratic hands and ended
that way. Virginia Gov. Mark
Warner was barred by law froni
seeking a second term, and New
Jersey acting Gov. Richard J.
Codey opted not to run.
"les not some type of trend,"
said GOP Gov. Mike Huckabee
of Arkansas, noting that both
seats were won by Democrats in
2001 when Bush's popularity
was high. Still, he acknowledged the defeats - and said
they could help rally the GOP
base next year. "I don't think
anybody Will be complacent
now."
Both governors' races were
marked by record-breaking
spending and vicious personal
attacks.
In Virginia, Kilgore's campaign ran an ad claiming Kaine.
a death penalty opponent, would
have refused to execute Adolf
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Hitler, while Forrester quoted
Corzine's ex-wife as saying he
•had let down his family and he
would let down New Jersey.
In his concession speech,
Forrester urged Corzine to bring
the state together. Corzine
acknowledged that the campaign had been painful.
innocent
"Sometimes,
bystanders are hurt in politics....
Some seen, some unseen. And I
riñdthis
hope we can push
he said, appearing with his three
grown children.
Warner - who had campaigned hard for Kaine -declared: "Tonight, Virginians
from one end of our commonwealth. to the other said no to
negative campaigning." Kaine's
victory was likely to boost

Warner's profile as a possible
2008 presidential candidate.
Corzine and Forrester, both
multimillionaires, spent upward
of $70 million to succeed
Codey, who assumed the office
last year when Democratic
incumbent Jim McGreevey
resigned over a homosexual
affair.
A voter survey in New Jersey
found women favored Corzine
by ninre than -20-points while
preferred
narrowly
men
of
Two-thirds
Forrester.
Hispanics and nearly all blacks
favored the U.S. senator, while
whites and wealthier people
split their votes between the candidates. Self-described independents favored Corzine narrowly over Forrester.

Competitive Auto Rates. Whether You
Two-Door, Four-Door or

Drive a

Through a Garage Door.

For a free auto quote, call me... Stop by... Log on
- it's your choice!
•Auto •Home •Financial Products • Business
Dale Willis
201 N. WI Sc, Murray
(270) 753-8485
dwilis©willis-insurance.com

Nationwide
On Your SideNations.* Mutual Ireurance Company and Atfiltated Companses Home Office- Columbus.
OH 43215-2220 8/OS

Most voters said President
Bush was not a factor in their
choices Tuesday, according to
the survey conducted Tuesday
by the AP and its polling partner.
lpsos. The survey was based on
interviews with 1,280 adults
throughout New Jersey who said
they voted in the governor's
election.
Survey results were weighted
to age, race, sex, education.

region and 2004 vote. The margin of sampling error was plus
or minus 2.5 percentage points.
Corzine. as governor, will
have the power to choose a successor to fill his unexpired
Senate term. The seat will he up
for election in a year, but whoever Corzine appoints will likely
have a big advantage in that
election.

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
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Memorial service planned
Thursday by the V.F.W. Post

Alpha Anniversary

The Herman Eddie Roberts Jr. Post
#6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
place a military headstone for Paris NI.
Ellison on Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Murray City Cemetery on Chestnut Street.
Ellison volunteered as a private in Company B. Sixteenth Regiment, l'nited States
Infantry from 1847 to 1848 with service
in Mexico during the Mexican War. He
served Calloway County at various times
as deputy clerk, county court clerk, circuit
curt clerk, county judge and master cornmissioner; but his grasesite in the family
By Jo Burkeen
plot has never been marked.
Community
The public is invited to attend. For inforEditor
mation call 753-3742.
Thursday at
Also the post will have its regular meeting
Scout MuseBoy
the
y
formerl
,
building
6 p.m. in the ROTC
um.

Jo's
Datebook

day
WOW Camp will meet592Thurs
will meet Thursday
Ph,-,to provided

Julie Lewis and Erin Black, members of the Murray State
Rotoract Club sponsored by the Murray Rotary Club,
spoke at a recent Rotary.

at 6
\Voodmen of the World Camp
121
Hwy.
Ky.
of
nt
restaura
Moon
August
new
p.m. at the
Bypass.

scheduled
CCHS Soccer banquetGirls
and Boys Soccer

Photo provided

Local Rotoract
rapidly growing

Serving as hostesses for the October meeting of
's
the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman
HenLinda
n,
Club were (from left) Wanda Johnso
drick and Donna Herndon. The department will
7
have its 100th year celebration on Saturday at
p.m. at the club house.

Humanics' Service and
Ministry officers elected
Oft icers for Murray State
y's American Human-

ics; Service and Ministry for
All organization were recently
elected.

Officers are .Ashley D*Elia.

•
•
FUN & FASHION.---pft.sidwiti-A
t tit miniStrieS. Mary-

By D.K. Kelley

BanCalloway County High School
cafeteria.
school
the
in
p.m.
6:30
at
y
Thursda
be
will
quet
school
Tickets will be on sale through Thursday at the high
night of the
and are $10 in advance and $12 at the door the
the Socbanquet. The meals for the players will be paid by
the Soccer Foundation. Tickets may also be purchased from
officers.
cer Foundation

will meet
MCC Soccer AssociationAssociat
ion will have

an
Murray-Calloway County Soccer
soccer
youth
the
within
changes
informative meeting regarding
Church,
program on Thursday at 7 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran
Hill
Hope
call
s
question
For
Murray.
15th and Main Streets,
at 759-3699 or Jennifer Willoughby at 753-2644.

Rotary International sponsigs a collegiate level of Rotary.
the clubs titled "Rotaract" which folldw many of the same
principles of Rotary. including community service, professional development, and international relations.
Rotaract in Rotary District 6710 has been growing rapidly.
y
.
Colleges and universities with Rotaract clubs include: Kentuck
Feitured groups,will The Canaaland Quarter and Ron Lovvern
State University. Lindsey-AA-sow-Cotlere,-Marmy--Siate----Lisii— soloist at Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday from 7 to
is
versity. and _the University of Louisville_,
.tun.,at the .Weeks Community Center. This weekly event
- n't University in
is
public
The
Church.
t
This year clubs are starting at Mid-Contine
Methodis
United
Goshen
sponsored by
Mayfield and Bellarmine University in Louisville.
is no charge. Items for Need Line will be
there
and
invited
.
• .
• 710 will
•
• ••
-iarinnation caffloe Lawrettepe at 753-5W -or
convene on Murray. Suite University's campus to hold the annu- Renee Taylor at 753-1824.
al District 6710 Rotaract Conference.
The conference will help foster relations with Rotary and
Rotaract, as the Rotary District Governor will be a distinZeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursguished guest, as %sell as many other Rotarians from the disday at 2 p.m. with Holly Cherry of Cherry Tree Florist and
trict. •
Patsy
Gift Shop as speaker. Hostesses will be Betty Lou Farris,
Offered will he several workshops for attendees, with topFarrell.
Teckla
and
Barker
e
Charlott
Tracey.
ment.
ics including: Community Service. Professional Develop
I
Leadership. How is Rotaract/Rotary Going to Help Me After
s.
Relation
Public
and
Growth
hip
Members
?.
Graduate
will
A representative of the Social Security Administration
Clubs will also be working together with the Rotaract Disa.m.
10:30
from
y
Thursda
Library
Public
y
commuwide
Callowa
be at the
trict Representative to plan and begin a district
persons in filing forms. For informanity service project. Together Rotary and Rotaract in District to 12:30 p.m. to assist
ty
2-1213.
communi
of
1-800-77
tion call
6710 are winking to made a global network
volunteers for both today and tomorrow.

Glory- Bound

presiden
beth Clavton, s ice president of
communits services: McCall
Webb, s ice president of public relations: Brook Fugate. secretary: and Dusty Witherspoon,
treasurer.
.• Ser.\ ice and Ministry fig All
Is a. student-centered organization designed to provide students with an opportunity for
invols einem v.ith other studenis,
faculty and staff in addressing
the sers ice and Christian ministry needs of inch% iduals in
many different situations.
Set.% ing as a bridge between
other Christian ministries on
The
FRANKFORT. Ks
campus and service organizathe
on,
Foundati
Bar
.
Kentucky
as
Needsuch
area,
the
tions in
line. Angels Attie and the ,Ani- charitable arm of the Kentucky
today
Association,
mal Shelter, the organization Bar
2005
of
list
their
es
announc
is open to anyone who has an
Fellow s. The foundation honneeds
the
inc
sell
in
interest
ors these local attorneys for their
of the communits.
ed ellons of insesting
'continu
moue interested in being
foundation, whose aims
the
in
part of the Set-% ice and Min- ale to improve upon public trust.
istry to .NII organization. should the administration ofjustice. and
contact Roger Weis, club advis- pride in the profession.
er. bs calling 762-3g08. or
Among those recognized was
at William Donald Os erbey. attore-mail
through
ney of Murray. He is the son
rogerweista murraystate.edu.
of the late former Senator
George E. Oserhey and the
late Reba Key,• Overbey.
Since I95). the Kentucky
Bar Foundation's supporters.
,omprised of attorneys, judges.
And law educators. have all

Zetas will meet Thursday

SS representative here Thursday

work
Overbey recognizedtofor the
Common-
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East Elementary Fall IFestival
Friday, Nov. 11 • 5-8 p.m.
w
*Door Prizes*
Free
enter to win
a 13" Color

NoVrIde

TV/DVD
Booths

Combo

-in9
Queen
For Each
Grade

COTS OF FUN FOR EVERYONE/

tion
Band Boosters plan promo
a rebate day today at-Cap-

refine
worked
wealth justice system through
educational programs as well
as community grants. Assistance
is always necessary and welcome in order to maintain these
law-related community programs.
The KBE's Fellows Program
recognizes.members who have
consistently pledged their support to the Foundation for a
five-year period. The program's
purpose is to enhance the current Endowment Fund, to provide a greater ongoing level
of support for the Kentucky
Bar Foundation's future activities, including local community and youth education programs, grants to local agencies and nonprofit organizations.
and greater information on the
justice system throur..hout the
Commonwealth.
"It is essential to acknowledge the impact the K131-• Fellows have had on residents of
the Commonwealth and their
access to justice. " said KEW
Board Member William An-in.
JD. "It is also essential that
our members realize that they
themselves' can help us maintain that impact on our community by considering a multiyear pledge."
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All money must accompany orders unless for
a business or a church. They will be invoiced
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On December 1 state first I nited Media,
ChM:Family ble Center, South .5th St.
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To place order by phone contact
Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452 or
Judy Stahke at 753-7387
or contact Calloway County Bond BO011ifKi

on Thursday

Sewing
by Steven

Murray Band Boosters will have
tain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they want
their receipt credited to the Band Boosters.

ers bus
Quarterback Club chartHigh
School has chartered

The Quarterback Club of Murray
a bus for the football game between Murray Tigers and Metcalf County at Edmonton on Friday. The bus will leave the
school at 2 p.m. The cost is $25 per person which includes
admission to the game. Seating is limited. To reserve your seat
call Kathy Erwin at 759-5413.

y
Veterans' Day Dance Frida
will be

Friday from 7 to
A Veteran's Day Dance tor adults
I() p.m. at the Weaks Community Center The cost will be
$3 per person or $5 per couple and all tickets will be sold at
the door. A DJ has been hired and a -variety of music will be
played. For information call Teri Cobb at 73-0929.

tion
Southwest team plans promoTeam
will have a
,,,„0,„„t Elementary School AL ademic Stockade
. Cusrebate day and evening today at the Sirloin
tomers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
team.

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will . meet today at 3:30 p.m. at the media center.

,.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

ns
Dance Company taking reservatio
y taking reser-

Jackson Purchase Dance Company is currentl
vations for groups of 15 or more wanting to attend "The Nutcracker" performance on Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m. at Murray State
University Lovett Auditorium. Groups will receive discounted
admission. To reserve your group, call 767-0579. Reservations
must be made prior to Dec. I.

Laker Band plans promotion
Band

Waste Neetioes

is selling cookCalloway County High School Laker
books at $10 each. This is another promotion to raise funds
for the hand's trip to perform in the Citrus Bowl Parade. Anyone interested may purchase a cookbook from Nyle Torsak at
753-4529. Linda Avery at 753-1292 or any band booster.

• Drapery
• Specialty Rods
• Custom Bedding
• Upholstery
• Accessories
.
• Design Service
• Custom Blinds Available

$100 OFF
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Fahrie., Ineludin4 Silks
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

270-753-6361

'Your Choice Auto'
doduellbis.
Receive $100 off your deductible
immediately and you could
qualify for S1000 off each yew
up to $500 total
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The class expressed the hope
The 1950 graduating class
of Murray Training School met of having the 60-year reunion
Oct. 22 at the University Church in 2010, health permitting.
Those present were Helen
of Christ for its 55-year class
reunion. This is the ninth Colburn Castleberry and husreunion the class has had since band, Clifton, Benton; Eddic
Sue.
wife,
and
Dortch
graduation.
There were 28 graduates in Louisville; Sue Cohoon Lovett
the class and nine are deceased. and husband, Lamon, EmmaOf the 19 remaining there were jean Walker Thurman and
10 present, along with spous- Roszella Elkins Williams, all
es. Several of the members are of Murray; Jean McDougal
in poor health and were unable McMillin, West Paducah; Ola
Mae Hutchens Redding and husto attend.
The fellowship hall was band, Bill, Waverly, Km.; Euva
decorated in the fall theme. Nell Boggess Reed and husOn the tables were white cloths band, Roger, Cookeville. Tenn.,
with gold napkins and blue Mary Virginia Williams Van
programs carrying out the Eaton, Parsons. Tenn.; Rhonda
d.
school colors. Also scarecrows, Barnett Wrye and husban
.
Canton
Gene.
small pumpkins, Indian corn and
Members not present were
,fall flowers in orange in buckCohoon, Dickson, Tenn.,
Jack
scareets on the tables. Small
crow placecards were made Eugene Garland, Sanford, Fla.,
from light bulbs by Roszella Verona Smith Grogan, Murray,
Williams and were given as Dixie Harp Lynn, Lacey, Wash.,
favors. The programs also had Barbara Towery Long, HickoKentucky state quarters inside ry. Dortha Jean King Mohun
Rob
Fla.,
Myers,
Fort
dro,
ky
Kentuc
Old
"My
favors.
as
ford.
Home" depicted on the quar- Parker and Pat Shackel
Anne
ters was visited by the class both of Paducah, and
Mich.
d,
Westlan
Tobias,
Shroat
on the senior trip in 1950.
Deceased members are Mar
The meal was catered and
Trevathan Miles, Jack
Frances
daugh,
served by Susan Phillips
Mayfield, Barbara Wrye Gibbs,
ter of Roszella Williams.
e
The program consisted of Ilene Tinsley Evans, Jeanett
CrawIris
k.
Murdoc
n
reminiscing by each class mem- Walsto
Shipber. Old pictures were also ford, Max Bailey, Dan
Dunn.
Harold
and
ley
shared.

Photo provided

ng
Members of 1950 graduating class of Murray Traini
left
(from
were
n
reunio
r
55-yea
the
ing
attend
School
seated) Mary Virginia Williams Van Eaton, Jean McDou
Helen
ing)
(stand
ms,
Willia
gal McMillin, Roszella Elkins
Mae
Colburn Castleberry, Sue Cohoon Lovett, Ola
Wrye,
Hutchens Redding. Eddie Dortch, Rhonda Barnett
Boggess
Emmajean Walker Thurman and Euva Nell

DIABETES DAY!
Please join us to learn more about the disease
state of diabetes, new devices to administer
insulin, and to utilize coupons for
free NovoLog0 70/30 pre-mi\ and

Reed.

Novolog insulin.

Pella Donates To Upward Sports Ministry

Thursday, November 10th
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
RITE AID PHARMACY

Photo provided

Pella Corporation recently donated $1.500 to the Upward Sports
Ministry Program sponsored by
First United Methodist Church.
The Upward Sports Ministry provides opportunities for children to
participate in soccer, basketball.
and cheerleading while participat--ing- in a program—that promotes
self-esteem and character in every
child. Pictured are (from left)
Carrie Oltman. Pella human
resources representative, Chris
League
Wooldridge. Upward
Coordinator; Jennifer Riley, director of children's ministries; and
human
Pella
Fraher,
Don
resources manager.
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1200 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-8304
We hope you can take time to stop for afew
minutes. If you hiwe.friends orfamily who
---115h7TS:Irfirr, ph rm.-brirtg-them.with- it.ti4
it.
or tell them about
Educational Materials
Free Insulin
Free Pen Needles
Refreshments
Door Prizes
Sponsored by Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals
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Saturday, Nov. 12,2005 • 7:30 p.m.• Lovett Auditorium

Terry Mike Jeffrey
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• Emmy-nominated Songwriter and Entertainer
• International Recording Artist
• Appearances on NBC.CBS. CNN and TNN
l"
• Starring role in "Elvis — An American Musica

Tyler Brockman

Brockman
receives
recognition
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Tyler Brockman, from Calloway County High School,
received a Certificate of Recognition from the Commonwealth
Honors Academy at a reunion
of the scholars at Murray State
University.
Those completing the Commonwealth Honors Academy
receive six credit hours of college-level academic credit, and
have the opportunity to take
six additional credit hours.
tuition free, at Murray State
University during their senior
year in high school.
The Commonwealth Honors
Academy, currently in its fifth
year, acknowledges and rewards
outstanding rising seniors in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana.
southeast Missouri and southern Illinois. Its mission is "to
challenge. educate, enlighten.
• and nurture the next generation of academic and business
leaders of the region.To qualify for selection to
'the 2006 Academy, a student
should have a 3.5 GPA and
'an ACT score of 25 (or an
this on the SAT.
.• equivalent
PSAT or PLAN). More infor,mation is available online at
the Commonwealth Honors
Academy Web site at www.murraystate.edukha or by calling
762-3166.
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Dr. V. Wade Etherton & Dr. B. Dobry Etherton
Auto Accidents • Medicare & Medicaid Accepted
Most Insurance Covers Your Care
We'll File It For You!
Call Today For An Appointment!

Guest Appearance by

Fowler Black
Winner of the 2005
Paducah Idol Competition

759-0030

Etherton Chiropractic

Murray State Idol Finalists

s)• Murray
1102 Chestnut Street (across from Wendy'

Two Murray State Idol finalists will vie for:
• $500 tuition scholarship
• $250 tuition scholarship
• Two hours in a professional recording studio

Murray State
University Wind
Ensemble
Dennis L.Johnson,
Conductor
Special appearance in
Carnegie Hall,April 2005

Nov.11 12, 13
Don'tforget
our Holiday
Open House!

All proceeds benefit
instrumental scholarships at
Murray State University

II

20 off Storewide
Sunday only

ersity Squarc • 12th St.
(2k-759-2100

Mu

Kentucky's
Public Ivy University

Ticket Prices:
General Admission: $15
MSU Students with ID/Children Under 12: $6
Special rates available for groups of IS or more
Advance tickets available: • MSU Ticketron
• MSU Music Office. 504 Price Doyle Fine Arts,
270-762-4288
• Murray-Calloway Co. Chamber of Commerce.
270-753-5171

and employment opportunities AA/F/6.M eMpiOyer
Murray State University is On equal education
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WritersPotpourri

ry aerie yert

he
Writer 's PO1pOUIE1
the
at
a.m.
9:30
Saturday at
Calloway Public Library. This
is open to all interested writ-

Back to the Middle East,
Trudging through hot desert
sand
To rout an insurgent beast.
Miles away in a foreign land
Soldiers far from home
March to the beat of freedom-Determined to take a stand.
To defend and preserve our
nation
And to crush homeland inva-

ss ill

ers.
Charlie York. director. has
released some of the poems
written by the participants as
follov.s:
War Clouds
By Margaret R. Elkins
A lone jet filters tail-like
traces
Of pearl-gray vapors
Across distant skies of azure
blue.
Kissed by. brilliant rays
Of the sun's golden hue.
Soggy leaves sparkle.
Wedged among blades of
grass
Soaked by the morning dew.
Thoughts of war cloud my
mind.
Our troops went on the march
again

Murray Ledger & Times

COMMUNITY

sions.
All we can do is gaze above
• Toward soft indigo skies
Flanked by clouds of cotton-white.
Bow our heads in hopeful
prayer,
Close our tear-drenched eyes
As day succumbs to the
scared night.
Blessings of Today
By Wilma J. Sanders
Today I go to Potpourri
Other writers will he there

It wasn't illegal but serene
Displaying a ruff of green
A keen, mean, male machine.

I'll pick up Margaret Elkins
I could walk on air
All are missed when they're
away
But today some will be hack
Margaret's been gone the
longest
We've missed her that's a
fact
There are so many blessings
That fill each and every day
So thank you Lord for the
ones
--That-have -come my way.
Courtship
By Mane Jarrett
The peafowl preens
Courtship routine
It was a majestic scene
It was if she wore sateen
Or eating soup from a tureen
Get a message to the dean
Or a worried male intervene
It was the male scene
Routine waiting for the queen

Is the table set?
Get ready for holiday
entertaining today.

The Hurricane (for John)
By Lenda Easley
Hurricane Katrina really hit
tore everything up
It
Heart Blossoms
this mess ever quit?
Won't
Inman
Locke
By Dorothy
We all have families
The heart can blossom again,
Who have lost their homes
Like a flower renews once
lives won't ever be
Their
more.
The heart can open petals the same
Some left early
ide.
And some too ,late
the
Let hope leap through
wouldn't leave at all
Some
door.
We weren't on the ball
Love, joy, happiness springs
But actually, we all are to
up.
blame
unfurl.
Letting hope eternal
Saying one or the other
Yes. ttL heart can blossom
Is kind of lame.
again,
the
For you, me and all
In His Name
world.
By Charlie York
The Bible says, if God's
The Sooner-teer
children
Inman
By Michael Jay
Will humble themselves and
A "Sooner" he was born.
And a volunteer he became. pray
And seek His face. then He
Oklahoma is in his soul.
will
veins.
his
in
is
ee
Tenness

Thomasville®

HOLIDAY DINING
SALE

Irving Park'

B°gartnl

SPECIAL HOLIDAY
DELIVERY
On in-stock selections.
Xee_storeTer details.

01.

Hear from Heaven and will
heal
Our land and forgive our sins.
If we don't, he can send
Troubles equal to Sodom.
He loves to bless us in the
spring
He let's the soil dry so thr
farmer
Can condition the soil for
planting.
He sends the rain and sunshine
To produce the harvest
He loves us and wants to
Bless our efforts.
If we don't turn to Him
He will take only so much
He may send hail to destroy
Fire on stormy winds
That can wreck everything
In the path .
He may send a tsunami
When his wrath comes
He will display His power
Strength and anger.

40
Jennifer Blevins

Blevins
speaker
for support
group
Jenifer Blevins was the
speaker at the October meeting of the Murray Stroke/Brain
Injury Support Group held at
Center for Health and Wellness.
Blevins from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital presented a program on "Occupational Therapy After A
Stroke/Brain Injury."
The group will meet again
on Nov. 17, at 5:30 p.m. at
the Center for Health and Well_nem.. Poplar Street, Murray.
For more information contact Cheryl Crouch at 762'557. .
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Swain
entertains
at parents
conference
Lily Swain, a seven-yearold second grader at Murray
Elementary School. was the
featured entertainer at the "Second Time. Parents" conference
held Nov. 3 at Lone Oak
United Methodist Church.
Swain is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Brian Swain of
Murray.
The conference was sponsored by eight collaborative
agencies which included the
Murray Independent Schools
Family Resource Youth Services
Center.
The local "Grandparents
Raising Grandchildren" support
group also attended the conference.

SOFA Reg. $731 SALE $599
LOVESEAT Reg. S-08 SALE $589

-auk

Lily Swain
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IOW fins, Olt 5.-0
Ihorioc.

Gold cannot
be pure,
and people
cannot be
perfect.
-Chinese Proverb
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CDC: Gonorrhea rates are
down; syphilis, chlamydia up
infections occurred among men
(AP)
ATLANTA
up from
Gonorrhea has fallen to the low- who had sex with men. ng to
accordi
1499.
in
percent
5
United
the
in
record
on
level
est
States, while the rates of other the CDC.
"It's very clear that for the
sexually transmitted diseases —
seen
syphilis and chlamydia — are on last four years. when we've in
the rise, federal health officials .an increase it's primarily been
men and predominantly in men
said Tuesday.
The seemingly paradoxical who have sex with men."
findings can be explained by the Valdiserri said."We know that's
cyclical nature of syphilis out- being fueled by increases in
breaks and a rise in risky sexual high-risk sexual behavior. We
behavior among gay men. have good data to substantiate
that."
researchers said.
The nation's gonorrhea rate
fell to 113.5 cases per 1(8).0(X)
people last year, the lowest level
since the government started
tracking cases in 1941, accordWASHINGTON — Gaing to the Centers for Disease
iGII problems like acid rLi
bum and ulcers may be elir
Control and Prevention.
with a new type of tablet. Si.
At the same time, health official saw increases in syphilis, say that Cl problems are not th,
. of excess acid. hut the
which is far more rare but has
to deal with it. Pei
been increasing since 2000. The
patent-pending formula mat conup•
rate of reported early-stage
extract know as DGL that strengt`,
an
per
cases
2.7
was
s
MCCH Photo
syphili
the body's natural defenses agair
ens
percent
29
Center for Health & Wellness 100,000 in 2004, up
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at
event
Day
y
graph
acid.
stomach
Mammo
al
Nation
year's
this
since 2000.
More than 120 women who attended
Pepstat 380 goes to work imn,
to
rose
rate
ia
chlamyd
l.
The
Hospita
at Murray-Calloway Count
ly on acid while addressing the ,JU,
319.6 cases per 100.000 in 2004. of Cl problems_ Scientists sav that the
year
the
up about 6 percent from
DGL in Pepstat improves the hod's
before. But researchers said it is
protecti‘e substances. increases the
not clear whether the rise reprelitespan of digestLke tract cells, and
sents a real increase in the
improYes the blood suppl to the area.
prevalence of the disease, or
Articles have appeared in publications
simply reflects better awareness
like the British medical journal The
Lancet showing DGL to be as effective
and detection.
diseases are caused
ing the baby a month early.
three
as Zantac® or Tagamet®. Pepstat also
All
event
This
BMW.
ss
Bluegra
at
in
BMW,
.
Breast cancer is one of the for cancer research
.
bacteria
ted
well
works faster than Prilosec®. Pepstat
transmit
y
doing
is
sexuall
by
Sandy
Today.
Cancer
helped to kick off Breast
d
reporte
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may make these drugs obsolete
research
most common cancers among partnership with the Susan G.
London
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for
e
activities for MCCH fea- and is an advocat
Month
Cancer
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DGL has no side effects. The
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because
because
Komen
that
nearly
year
for
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ing
earlier
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breast cancer
problem with acid blockers is that they
annu- turing a special event for women with
syphilis bacthe
of
cycle
life
the
one of every eight cancers diag- Foundation, organizes this
can interrupt the body's normal digeswomen. The theme, "Think through Code Pink, a network
teria, infections tend to peak at
nosed in American women. al event across the nation.
devoted to people eight- to 11-year intervals. tive process. Pepstat 380 is a natural
team
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day,
the
of
focus
the
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Pink,"
during
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According to the American
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scription or call 1-800-339-3301.
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overall number
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h
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die from breast cancer this year. This year, that day raised
"We are proud to be able to
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Discover) May End
Heartburn Forever

MCCH marked National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month with special activities
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Thefamily Of

Lydia Cather

Would like to thank everyone
for their generosity.
We appreciate our church &
neighboring churches who gavefood, time
& money during our benefit.
And also Kroger, Food Giant,
Kentucky Fried Chicken. Your prayers,
cards & visits during our long ski) in
Nashville meant so much.

Please join us November 11th
at Hardin Community Center
for a benefit wrestling match.
Doors open at 6 p.m.,
Show begins at 7 p.m.
There will be a raffle & businesses may donate
items. Money raised will be used to pay for
medical expenses. Donations may also be made
at Heritage Bank in Murray.
For more information or to donate to the
Lydia Cathey Cancer Benefit call:
Jan Newton 293-3418;
Cindy Henson 437-3192;
Terri Swift 753-6337;
Marie Castleberry 978-0965.

May God Bless Each
Of lose

Remember
.
.
.
.
e
m
a
n
my
A remembrance of women
who have been killed by their
batterers in the past year.
Joy Upchurch Acey, 17, Pulaski Co.
Lori Coleman, 31, Hopkins Co.
Elizabeth Healy, 49, Franklin Co.
Benita Hunt,**, Floyd Co.
Myrna Beth Stum, 37, McCracken Co.
Barbara Neptune,60, Warren Co.
Kimberly Price, 40, Lawrence Co.
Lisa Jenkins, 39, Letcher Co.
Juanita Roard, 57, Clay Co.
Sandra Westwood, 44, Owsley, Co.
Jane Adkins, 35, Jackson Co.
Paula Goodman,44, Jefferson Co.
Tammy Hendrix, 31, Anderson Co.
Shannon Dewayne Garland, 29, Letcher Co.
Kimberly Justice, 34, Greenup Co.
Linda Pedigo, 31, Edmondson Co.•
Susan McCombs,43, Pike Co.
Karen Kidd, 43, Rowan Co.
Mary Salyers, 44, Fayette Co.
by male intimate
Disclaimer: These femicides are only females murdered
the names of others
partners within the last year. This list does not include
tive list, merely
that may have been killed or injured. This is not an exhaus
ngs from Kentucky
femicides that KDVA was made aware of by clippi
ams.
newspapers and from Kentucky's domestic violence progr

What is
chiropractic,
and how can
it help me?
Chiropractic is a hands-on,
drug-free health care approach
that places emphasis on
developing healthier lifestyles
through proper diet, exercise,
and by maintaining proper
spinal function through regular
chiropractic adjustments
Chiropractic is based on the
scientific fact that your,nervous
system, which consists of your
brain, spinal cord, and nerves.
control all of the functions in
your body When the nervous
system is impaired through
illness, stress, or injury, the
body will function poorly This
impairment is an underlying
cause of many common health
problems, and chiropractors
believe in treating the cause
of these problems rather than
merely relieving the symptoms
The main goal of a chiropractor
is to remove interference
that your spine places on the
nervous system, helping your
body to heal itself
Though many people seek
the care of a chiropractor for an
injury, stress, or chronic pain,
those are not the only areas
that a chiropractor can help
We like to think that we are
a -wellness facility." providing
health for men women, and
children alike
patients
our
of
Many
consider us a main component
of their health care team and
a large amount of our patients
are treated with maintenance
care and preventative care
provides
care
Chiropractic
a natural approach to better
health, and can be beneficial for
everyone' For more information,
visit our websde at
Avow eMowaycountychroprachc.com
This column Is brought 10
you by Dr. Scott Foster and
the Staff at Calloway County
Chiropractic.
W.cam about your health!

1625 Hwy. 121 N.

270-753-6100

Kansas board
OK's intelligent
design standard
TOPEKA. Kan. (AP) -Among mainstream scientists,
there's no real debate over
Darwin's theory of evolution —
it's considered a cornerstone of
biology.
But new science standards.
approved Tuesday for Kansas
public schools cast doubt on the
theory, a move that may cause
scientists to see the state as
backward.
"This is a sad day. We're
becoming a laughingstock of not
only the nation, but of the world.
and I hate that." said board
member Janet Waugh. a
Democrat.
The state Board of Education
approved the new standards in a
6-4 vote, revisiting a topic that
exposed Kansas to nationwide
ridicule six years ago.
The vote was a victory for
intelligent design advocates who
helped draft the standards.
Intelligent design holds that the
universe is so complex that it
must have been created by a
higher power.
Critics of the new language
charged that it was an attempt to
inject God and creationism into
public schools in violation of the
separation of church and state.
But supporters of the new
standards said they will promote
acadeniic freedom. "It gets rid
of a lot of dogma that's being
taught in the classroom today."
said board member John Bacon.
The new standards say high
school students must understand
major evolutionary concepts.
Thil-inheY al-Co—declare That the
basic Darwinian theory — that
all life had a common origin and
that natural, chemical processes
created the building blocks of
life — have been challenged in
recent years by fossil evidence
and molecular biology.
In addition, the board rewrote
the definition of science, so that
it is no longer limited to the
f
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A Watchful Eye

Penn. voters
oust board
members who
backed intell.
design teaching
DOVER, Pa. (AP)--.—
Voters came down hard
Tuesday on school board
members who backed a
statement on intelligent
design being read in biology
eight
ousting
class,
Republicans and replacing
them with Democrats who
want the concept stripped
from the science curriculum.
The election unfolded
amid a landmark federal
trial involving the Dover
public schools and the
question of whether intelligent design promotes the
Bible's view of creation.
Eight Dover families sued,
saying it violates the constiof
separation
tutional
church and state.
Dover's school board
adopted a policy in October
2004 that requires ninthgraders to hear a prepared
statement about intelligent
design before learning
about evolution in biology
class.
Eight of the nine school
board members were up for
election Tuesday. They
were challenged by a slate
of Democrats who argued
that science class was not
the appropnate forum for
teaching ihtettigent-design.
'My kids believe in God. I
believe in God. But I don't
think it belongs in the science curriculum the way the
school district is presenting
it,' said Jill Reiter. 41, a
bank teller who joined a
group of high school students waving signs supportchallengers
the
ing
Tuesday. .
A spokesmen for the winning slate of candidates has
said they wouldn't act hastily and would consider the
outcome of the court case.
The judge expects to rule by
January; the new school
board members will be
sworn in Dec. 5.
School board memberDavid Napierskie, who lost
Tuesday. said the vote was-.
n't lust about ideology.
"Some people felt . intelligent design shouldn't be
taught and others were concerned about having tax
money spent on the lawsuit." he said.

r . be
d
andards;
used to develop student tests
measuring how well schools
teach science. Decisions about
what is taught in classrooms will
reinatry nh 300 focal -school
boards, but some educators tear
pressure will increase in some
communities to teach less about
evolution Of more about creationism or intelligent design.
"What this does is open the
door for teachers to bring creationist arguments into the classroom and point to the standards
and say it's OK." said Jack
Krebs, an Oskaloosa High
School math teacher and vice
president of Kansas Citizens for
Science, which opposes the
changes.
But John Cahen, a retired
attorney who helped found the
Intelligent Design Network, said
changes probahly will come to
classrooms gradually, with some
teacherS feeling freer to discuss
criticisms of evolution.
"These changes are not targeted at changing the hearts and
minds of the Darwin fundamentalists," Cal% ert said.
The vote marked the third
time in six years that the Kansas
hoard has rewritten standards
with evolution as the • central
issue.
In 1999, the board eliminated
most references to evolution.
Harvard paleontologist Stephen
Jay Gould said that was akin to
teaching "American history
without Lincoln." Bill Nye. the
"Science Guy" of children's tele%ision, called it "harebrained"

and "nutty" And a Washington
Post columnist imagined God
saying to the Kansas board
members: -Man, I gave you a
brain. Use it, OK?"
Two years later, after voters
replaced three members, the
hoard reverted to evolutionfriendly standards. Elections in
2002 and 2004 changed the
board's composition again, making it more conservative.
Many scientists and other
critics contend creationists
repackaged old ideas in new,
scientific-sounding language _to
get around a U.S. Supreme
Court decision in 1987 against
teaching the biblical story of
creation in public schools.
The Kansas board's action is
part of a national debate. In
Pennsylvania, a judge is expected to rule soon in a lawsuit
against the Dover school board's
policy of requiring high school
students to learn about intelligent design in biology class.

•Signs ...
From Front
love for them to come."
Another recent issue is
whether balloons can be used as
business athertising. The current ordinance prohibits moving.
rotating or flapping signs, but
the committee's recommendation includes allowing balloons
to he exempt from this limitation. Their use would be restricted like other business announcements. which allow special sale
signs to be erected for 14 days
once every three months
Other proposed changes
indude hnuting temporary signs
for special events to 6.25 square
feet, restricting temporary signs
at construction sites to the time

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8. Times Photo
appears to keep a watchful
ty,
Universi
State
Murray
A statue of Rainy T. Wells, founder and second president of
from Clinton, as she studies Tuesday aftereye on Kristen Schraw, a junior Communications Disorders major
University. This week's warm temperanoon near the Forrest C. Pogue Library on the campus of Murray State
tures brought many of the MSU students outside to study.

Add a line this holiday season
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between a building permit being
issued and the end of construction: removing temporary real
estate signs upon sale of 80 percent of the lots in a new subdivision; and exempting residential
zones from the two-sign restriction on temporary signs for community events.
Signs effect residents too.
While many of the regulations
apply to commercial zones, in a
small town like Murray many.
people live near business zones
and may have input about what
should he allowed.
"There might be other issues
come up." Perry said 11 more
people come to this than ever
before, they might bring up
other issues."
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SECTION B
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Don't miss your chance to win
great Chamber Prizes!Lookfor the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce logo and enter to win at
these participating businesses!
Located in the lower level of
New Life Christian Bookstore

a New Cliristmas

Open House Special

20% OFF

----taletg /AU

Gifts & Scrapbook Supplies

Christmas Open House

STOREWIDE

Now In Progress!

Sunday, Nov 13 • 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

(Sunday, Nov. 13th Only)

Refreshments will be served.
Savings throughout the store!
Register for door prize
Horne Decor• Mexican Pottery & Iron
Jewelry • Bridal Regietry
400 Main St.• 270-767-0007

416 Main • Historic Court Square • 753-0859
)
OPEN FRI. EVENINGS & SUNDAYS 1-4 UNTIL CHRISTMAS

41ew tie Ck‘relair gookeopt
Court Square 5th & Main 753-1622

YO1/4.•
20%Savings

(Sunday Only)

j

ean-

anels

Storewide during our special

_Holiday
Open House
Sunday, Nov. 13• 1-5 p.m.

_ llokicty Open Jiottoe

Don'tforget our Vera Bradley
Trunk Show all weekend.

View This Area's Largest Selection OfHoliday Gift
& Home Decorative Accessories!

Visit our latest addition

Plus — All Wreaths, Swags, Garland,
Greenery, Berries, and Picks Will Be
% OFF!
10
Join Us For Refreshments & Free GUI
With Each Purchase,Sunday Only!

C.Statio.-LeAt Cr.1, nem,44.41.4.4t4„

forfine personalized Christmas cards & paper goods.
Find the Perfect Giftfor everyone on your list.

November 13• 1-5 p.m.

Iioi'1 itilborts
Life more nteresting

Universits Plaza • Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-1851

a

303 North 12th Street • 759-2100 • 761-NOTE
www.vintagerose.com • www.personalnoteonline.com

iturray Ledger & Times
2B • ‘%rdnesday, Nosember 9, 2005
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Shop

Wrap!

._Sunclay,nov.13

Open ilottoe
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Don't miss your
chance to win great
Chamber Prizes!
Lookfor the MurrayCalloway County

41•• •
114:
-46

•••••.

=—

4.••

4116

•••••••• 4.

•44.

molar

Come celebrate the opening
of the Holiday Season with us

.
;"

"Christmas in
414 the Country"
'0"

Zak/tj

71(1(1ye

Saturday, Nov. 12 • 10 ant-5 pi)
Sunday, Nov. 13 • 1-5 pm

441

Sunday, Tim 13 • 1-5 p.m.
- Refreshments will be served!
Discounts offered on holiday
merchandise!
Meet New Owners
Chris & Sandra Gottschalk

Chamber ofCommerce
logo and enter to win
at these participating

00;

•

• Door Prizes (including $100 gift certificate)
• Enjoy our delicious refreshments

businesses!

112 Noo

"The Area's Most Unique Shoppe."

BAERN
D SHOPP
1114/111EGIFT

m
r

5 p.m.

Come Visit Us
AtOur
Holiday Open House!

,r••• - •
P.4••

•1

209 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-7534

94 W. Murray • 435-4770
redbamgifts.com

0A1

4.7

You Are Cordially Invited To Our
vet

Holiday Ope

Let our team make sour kdicia,9 skoppingeass9.

Our Holicia9.Open iHous-e
Sund69, Nov.. 13tb, 11

•e*

ViSielt

41,

•

Now is the time to kook ,jour koliclas9
appointments and parties!

•

•••

•141

sa

I

• on \ovember 13 from 1-5 p.m. at the

hurchi il-lmes location for Gospel Singing and
nriie giveaways every hour!

a

IlLGISTER HERE FOR GREAT CHAMBER PRIZES!

Imes-Miller

Churchill-Imes
Family Funeral Home

Funeral Home & Crematory

1804 State Rt. 121 N. • Murray

311 North 4th St. • Murray

7,3-Otiat
•

4
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••• • •I•
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• ••
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• • •' •
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753-7000
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411 141S

.5anNty, Moem6o0 13th • 4-6 p.m.

. Now Offering "Options"for Women in Murray.
tr)

,0-

See us for all your mastectomy supplies:
• Switnwear
• Forms
• And tnOre
• Bras

icla

••
.•

Jennings, Manager/Finer: Valerie killetirew. Certified Fitter
and Paida J Green. RN, Owner, Certified Fitter

Front row, left to right: Siobian Jones,
Michelle Underwood,& Marcy Snodgrass
Second row: Shirley Wall. Valerie Spies,
Amanda Cooper, Candy Wallgren, & Teresa Beasley
Back row: Laurel Riley, Peggy Tidwell, Chaney Boatright,
Poppy Reed, Tina Duff, Cara Bing, Jessy Bogard, & Julie Nance

Open Tuesday thru Thursday 930i.m. to 200 p.m.

Family Life Medical & Prosthetics,LL
Mastectomy.Boutique
ipk St., Suite 107 •
3 I

11,-1 UENTIAL DAY PA

a

Mon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8-2
1307 Johnson Blvd.• Murray. 270-767-0760

%%ednesda.. Notember 9. 2005 • 313
Murray Ledger & Times
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Shop
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urray,

ap!

JJJJ

5 p.m.

ai Open Jlouie •Sunday, nov. 13 •
/

Don't miss your chance to win great
Chamber Prizes! Lookfor the

tl-r.
*NW

#

•v•,„,--

•

Safurday, Xooemer 12,
9a.m.-4p.m. &
c3uncia9, Xouemger 13,

Ready for Planting
• Trees • Shrubs
• Tulips • Daffodils

1.-00p.m. - 5..00p.m.
901-?C
-orlit-1246/reel•iiri,i.r-I-4z5.1.ealuciy
i
711I /)at
rper'thl
10-50% Sele01 glenti
'7?eiresSmenis Served
?c,5isterfor Door :Prizes

Enix Jewelers

"Kentucky Certified Nursery
Professionals"
Open Mon.- Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5

'Refisler/or CSamSer Prizes /Jere!

"Yu:jrzwel4Ormamtowit"

.
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' 4
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November 12 &
25% OFF
Giftware & Decor

ifobjagy Open }louse

* REFRESHMENTS S'ERVED *
* REGISTER FOR DOOR PRIZES*

nor.

Open House

Wiz."aby

(Spec,

thk\

MAda 012gn (71ollAr2
sbni

Holiday

9a erg

C.510172 77,2173D751

Sunda:atom 1-5i/t..
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(44
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Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce logo and enter to win
at these participating businesses!

urser
s: a sift: INE

#

44,

H%\.641 N. \II RR 1.1'
753-1725
1-800-472-8852 /

On the Court Square
Downtown Murray
753-9959.
1

1.1t5A W14p,
OpenUouse!

a

Sunday Only!

STOREWIDE

Shop Shane Lee
For Christmas!

20-50% OFF

,
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• Refreshments
• Door Prizes
Free Gift Wrapping
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Don tOrgel.to Jill out your
Christmas Wish List.

FiolidaY
Shirts

305S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-7441
Open 1 - 5 p.m. Sunday

jewel"'
'8010 rthg

20..50%

4"ses
with lofetlins

066
enthie
Stock/

"
*
"
9

,10

sk,,V

A

01014

rche?ta"!

Gift
Baskets

French
sooP

Sequm
Handbags

candies

Fabrics

Sterling
Silver

••

••

•
•
•
•
•I

Mon
ogrammed
Hand
Towels
&
Napkins

ALWAYS DISCOUNTED PRICES.
•

Christmas Open House' •

ft

•

Sunday, Nov. 13th • 1-5 p.m.
The Best Refreshments In Town!

4P•

4E1
Cbri
hRippivc

305-C S. 12 St. • Murray • 753-5678

Sale excludes
accessories & cosmetics

•

SHANE LEE OUTLET
(Formerly Bold Liquidators)

S.

••

308 MAIN STREET • MURRAY • 753-3753
4
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Fast,easy fall meals are also
healthy with turkey,the oil*
only meat that is a
"superfood."

Turkey
SloPPY Joes

SIMPLE
Suppers Made
I 0,111‘ It 4T1 Vcf

'OMNI All

.autumn settles in. more families enjoy
meals at home --- nearly 80 percent are
prepared there as opposed to eaten in
restaurants. But with on-the-go kids
in school and extracurricular activities.
there's less time available for busy parents to cook. •
Factor in the desire to provide appealing meals that
are also healthy.. and its no wonder why many busy.
parents struggle for evening meal solutions.
But moms and dads can excitedly proclaim "dinner's almost ready" by adding turkey to their menu.,
"The realit%. is that busy families can have it all
the can Nene simple suppers that are easy to prepare, and they can ensure great-tasting. nutritious
meals by simply adding turkey to those fax orite
dishes that parents already routinely cook," said
Jennifer Bushman, author of sex eral Kitchen Coach
cookbooks including Weeknight Cooking and Weekend ('ooking. "Everyone will love the taste of turkey
in these meals, and parents can feel great about the

A

nutritious, high-protein benefits turkey offers the
family." •
A variety of simple-to-prepare meals — many of
them regular family favorites — are every bit as tasty
and pros ide a healthy choice when made with turkey.
Try sloppy joes using ground turkey for a saucy and
satisfying. yet protein-packed. family pleaser. Experience a zesty taste 01 the Southwest with easy turkey
enchiladas. And break out of the ordinary routine
with Italian turkey sau.sage and pasta — a quick, onedish wonder that is sure to tantalize the taste buds.
Another way to add a touch of "super" to a
hest-loved dish is to create fabulous lasagna with
ground turkey or Italian turkey sausage(sweet or
hot). Turkey is also a prime-time performer when
used in spaghetti with ground turkey meat sauce.
Sign up for a "Turkey Recipe of the Month"
e-mail newsletter and find hundreds more turkey
recipes at www.honeysucklewhite.com or
wwv...shadybrookfarms.com.
Easy Turkey
Enchiladas

Superfood. Super easy.
aturally protein-packed, turkey is a lower fat, healthier choice than
many other meal options. In fact, turkey is the only meat named
a "superfood" by Steven Pratt, MD,a food and health expert and
co-author of Supetfoods Rx: Fourteen Foods That Will Change Your Life.
In his book, Dr. Pratt states that turkey is "a perfect example of a twentyfirst century 'healthy' protein source ... and provides multiple nutrients which
help build a strong immune system."
For on-the-go parents, it's easy to incorporate "superfoods" into simpleyet-super meals. Find delectable recipes that combine turkey with more of
Dr. Pratt's superfoods. including spinach, tomatoes, beans, walnuts, oats and
yogurt, at www.honeysucklewhite.com and www.shadybrookfarms.com.

N

Turkey Sloppy Joes
Servings: 6
Prep Time: 10 minutes / Total Time: 30 minutes
1 package Honeysuckle White or
Shady Brook Farms Ground Turkey
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 medium onion. chopped
I medium green bell pepper, seeded
and chopped
1-1/2 cup (12 ounces) chili sauce
2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
6 (4-inch) hamburger buns
Green leaf lettuce, optional
1 medium tomato, optional
Heat oil in large nonstick skillet over mediumhigh heat. Cook onion and bell pepper until
softened. about 5 minutes. Add turkey: crumble
and cook until no longer pink. about 5 minutes;
drain. Stir in chili sauce and Worcestershire
sauce. Cook,covered, over low heat for 10 minutes. Divide mixture evenly over bottom of
buns. Layer on lettuce and tomato, if desired.
Top with remaining buns.

Preheat oven to 375°F. Grease 9 x 11-inch
baking pan. Heat oil in large nonstick skillet
over medium-high heat. Cook turkey, stirring
constantly until no longer pink, about 10 minutes. In small bowl, mix sour cream and ranch
dressing. In another small bowl, combine'l cup
sour cream mixture and turkey. Divide turkey
mixture, cheese and salsa evenly over tortillas.
Roll up and place seam-side down in prepared
pan. Bake, uncovered, 25 to 30 minutes. Top
with tomato, green onion and any remaining
salsa and/or sour cream mixture.

Italian Turkey Sausage
With Pasta

Servings: 8
Prep Time: 10 minutes / Total Time: 35 minutes
1 package Honeysuckle White or
Shady Brook Farms Hot or
Sweet Italian Turkey Sausage
2 tablespoons olive oil
I medium onion, chopped
2 cans (14-1/2 ounces each whole
peeled tomatoes with juice,
up
broken
Easy Turkey Enchiladas
1 package 116 ounce) penne. rotelle or
Servings: 5
fusilli pasta, cooked according to
Prep Time: 10 minutes / Total Time: 50 minutes
package directions
1 cup (8 ounces) Mozzarella cheese,
1 package Honeysuckle White or
cut into 1/2-inch pieces
Shady Brook Farms Thrkey Breast •
Cutlets. cut into 1-inch pieces
package with sharp knife: remove
open
Slice
1 tablespoon olive oil
sausage casings. Heat oil in large nonstick
1 cup light sour cream
skillet over medium-high heat. Cook onion
1 cup light ranch dressing
until softened, about 5 minutes. Add sausage
10 18-inch) flour tortillas
and tomato: crumble satisage. Cook, stirring
1 cup (8 ounces) shredded Monterey
constantly until sauce is thickened, about 20
Jack cheese
minutes. In large bowl, mix cooked pasta with
2 cups bottled salsa
meat sauce. Top pasta with cheese and serve.
2 medium tomatoes,seeded and diced
2 green onions, chopped (optional)
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Murray Leiser ilk'firm Fair Housing Act Noeks

L) iiJH rlEt4I‘
AcAremsers we regmeleilS dime to linit'mmam, Ma for arri error Murray Leaps( &
•
Timm mil to responsible tor only coo roams
✓eislon Any error Maid Os reported mossoeas640 osivealene can be nude

State Laws turbid discrimination in the sale, rentil or adverbrawl real estate based on factors in addition to those pro,
tected under federal law

DEADLINES
Fri. 11 am.

Wake
Tuve*
woke*
Thursday
Frkfey
Sow*

Mon. 11 am.
110(1.5 p.m.
Wed 11 am.
we 5 p.m.
Thur. 11 ern.

epn

II --.1.1

All real Male advertised heron is mean to the Federal Fair
Homing Act, which makes it dlegal to adverts,any preferewe, limitation or chscnmination bawd on race, color religion. sex. handicap familial status or national ongm or
intention to make any such preferences, limitations or chscninination.

We will Imowinglv accept anv advertising for real estate
which is not in violation of the law All persons are herein
intormed that all dwellings advertised are available on in
equal opporturuh hams
For further assistance will, Fair
Housing Advertising requirements
contact NAA Cuumel Rene P Warn,
170.31 648-1000

NM MOM
LENDER

110

me
ere
030
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
iso

120
IN
r00
210
no
260
270
200
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320
330
340
360
370
300
310
410
425

Idea Reim
Eska
Poona
1111111161
asesumels WENN
Lest Rod Pound
Held Variltd
posiles Waided
Doom&I Chidden
Bedroom OpporsunIty
EirdrerAto
Compilers
Applisseeb PM.
Wantlb OP/
Articles Far Sob
Appleton
Home Peniabings
Anelegme
U01/11$ Orden

060

DRIVERS
DELIVER
WHAT
EVERYONE
NEEDS!

WE
Notice
ARTIFICIAL nails at a
price you can afford!
Acrylics starting at $20.
Fills at $12
We also offer gels,
4:pedicures. & manires
tiltime see us at
kippercuts Salon
1404 Story Ave.
153-2887
(located in wood building beside Save-A-Lot)
SPAGHETTI is back at
Sandra D's on Wed
293-3816

p

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST dog, Kirksey,
10/16. Small Basset
Hound, female, brown,
white, black, red collar.
489-6024.
Reward.
Urgently needs medoation.
LOST maroon wallet in
$100
Murray area
reward if cards, keys,
are
wallet
and
returned 753-2434
060
Help Wanted

nCh
Cup
as.

$55 Good Pay $55
and
Dependable
people
enthusiastic
part-time
needed
evenings available to
set appointment for
local business. $7/hr +
bonuses. For interview
after
call
12noon.(270)753-6009
center
CHILDCARE
looking for full time/part
time hard working individuals to help shape
the minds of children
ages birth to 12 years
old. Must be flexible.
Apply 109 S. 15th St.,
Murray.
earn
DANCERS
$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153,
Or
270-293-2069.
(270)534-0333 after
PM
OPENING November
17th: Levi's Guitar Bar.
Now accepting applications for servers and
kitchen staff. Apply in
person Monday 1117
through Friday 11/11
from 3PM-6PM. Hwy
121 South 15 miles,
301-A Cherokee Hills
Dr

Eagle Transport one of
the southeast s leading
petroleum transporters
continues to grow and
thrive +ri the middle
'
Tennessee and souther,
Kentucky region We
opporhave outstanding
tunities for experienced

dnvers hying in
Kentucky When you
choose to roe with us.
you'll receive Great pay
($44-S62ktyr I, No
overnights Health/dental/lee/disability inSurance. with prescription
card, 401(k), night differential, tree uniforms and
boots, paid vacations.

sick/bereavement/holiday pay, and more!

We require at least 2
years yerdiable TI'
experience, cfearminving
record, CDL-X (HazMat
endorsement), and a
professional attitude For
more information. call
Jett at 615-733-0100.
Check us out on the web
at wvov.eagletransportFOE
corp.com
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM
IES has opening for
local dnver with clean
MVR and security
guard (270)362-8100
LOOKING for a healthy
dependable individual
with flexible schedule
to ass4st caretaker with
the care of an elderly
disabled person during
evenings and on weekCalloway
in
ends
County. Duties include
assistance with in
home daily needs, light
housekeeping. meal
preparation and cornpanionship.
transDependable
portation and reference
verification required_
Salary is negotiable.
489-2506

Drivers CDLA
'1\ II% %ail?
Ctc got the freight

ASMARTEN
Excellent Miles
Start up to
.39e pm
Great Hometime
Teams start up to

Articles
For Selo
TOM'S Grille now Fur
ng for daytime servers
and
night cook,
cashier Apply in person at 1501 N 12th St
753-4521

MEDICAL
Equipment/Pharmacy
Customer service and
billing position
Computer, clerical.
phone and people
skills a requirement
Call (270)762-0602 or
fax resume to 759-

81111-395-333
II It It.M.11.11.'11A ..111

Send resume to:
P.O. Box 123
Alino, KY 42020

or

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Now hiring part-time & full-time managers
We offer...
•Flexible hours
• Paid vacation
• Tuition Aid Program
• Many opportunities for advancement.
Starting up to 5400/wk.
Send resume to P.O. Box 7809.
Paducah, KY 42002.

HD Televisions
Come by 500 North 4th
Street. Murray & see
our large selection Of
TVs All the newest
technology like DLP,
LCD. Plasma & Rear
Projection from JVC,
LG, RCA, Toshiba &
Zenith from 20" to 65".
We also have home
theater systems &
entertainment centers
Beasley 759-0901 or
877-455-0901
NEW laminate flooring
Shaw. Verfiloc wide
pine
dark
plank
includes padding, 995
51,200
sq.ft.
(270)436-5998

3614

PHONE SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
5' PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
positions available for
career minded individuals with superior people skills. As a Sales
Associate you will be
working with new and
existing customers primarily by telephone
and Internet from our
Murray office.
If you are upbeat, confident, detail-oriented.
enjoy working with people, have outstanding
phone skills and want a
career.
rewarding
please apply. We offer
excellent pay with a
bonus incentive plan
and a competitive benefit package.
Email resume to:
toareers@scoreboard1.com or mail to,
S'PORTABLE SCOREATTN:
BOARDS.
Resources,
Human
106 Max Hurt Dnye
Murray.'KY 42071
POSITION
ANNOUNCEMENT
The West Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative has an
Instructor position
open in the Calloway
County Adult
Education program. 30
hours per week.
Responsible for
instruction of studunts
in the adult education
program with an
emphasis on Family
Education. Bachelor's
Degree required with
experience in education or social services
preferred To apply
send cover letter,
resume, and the
names of three references to Jim King. 420
Wells Hall, Murray, KY
42071. Applications
will be accepted until
position is filled. EOE
POSTAL JOBS
$1522 to $21.62/he
now hiring. For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours.
24
8042.
Employment service.
Drivers - CDL A

I ire Ii

BABYSITTER needed
n my home from
2 30pm until 12 00am
Must have references
753-9580
BABYSITTING in my
home. Daytime hours,
close to town, 6 weeks
to age 5. Call 753-7031
for more information.
HOUSE cleaning and
dinner started for the
busy working women
who needs the extra
time for their families
Call 767-1800

RCA 21 cf refrigerator'
$15000. Hot point HD
Washer/Dryer $125.00.
Engine & parts Toyota
truck, Automatic transMINOR yard work &
mission. '88 Astro Van.
housecleaning
dependable $750.00.
761-3671 Toni Albritton
753-9867
Detail
MIRACLES.
SAFE (3 1/2'T X 2'8"W
and
housecleaning
2'5"0) $1,200
X
construction clean up.
Electric wheel chair
26 years experience-.- $1300--e30lf- 723-99.73
References. If interest- (D) or 759-4442 (N)
ed. please call
freezer
WALK-IN
767-9428
New
x 10'x9'
NEED your home or
business cleaned'? Call
Teresa 48q ':(c)7 or
227-8380

Copeland 1HP compressor- evaporator.
$2,800 Call
1-270-435-4147

OPENINGS:
' Mont'
RA:
Toddlers 2-4 ye,

WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves, size 16, $290.
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM.

It Takes A Village
Childcare Center

762-0210

IMAppliances
[

WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
etc.
windows,
Experienced- Valerie.
436-5914

1112111

USIness

°Wing*
HIRING: 2005 Posta
$18.50
positions
$59.00 + / hour. Ful
benefits, paid training
vacations.
800-584-1775 ref
8901
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal
759.3556
Went to Buy
4 drawer. legal sized
file cabinet. 759-2404
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633

%.

,.111'
Pj11

$3.000 Sign-On Bonus
IComparo Drivers,

.42e pm!.

Picking & Processing Orders, Receiving &
Unloading. Inventory Maintenance. Forklift
Experience, Valid driver's License, Light to
Moderate Lifting. Computer Skills, Self
Motivated/energetic. Competitive wages &
benefits!

Ran Eames
Lalia Property
Lots For Ssie
Lots For Rasa
Fames For Sole
Acreage
Moines For Sala
Mc4orcyclas I ATV's
Auto Pals
scion UMW Vabidos
Used Cars
Vans
Used Treats
Campers
Setala II Motors
Services Otteiresi
Frog Column
Tobacco Suppleas

$3.25

\

$8.00 Column Inch, MY, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within or Vary Period
column inch extra for Monda (Sho pin Guide)
I

I

\i a'-

$8.25 First Day -20 words Or iires
Over 211 weeds $,,Q each
1 Consecutive uayss;sal per word per day.
Midi
r(Mon. Claw.'" fieds go into Shopping oriuk
93.25 extra for
.00 evtra for blind box ads.
the roant to rer

\( I \it

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

150
Help Wanted

NO
loading/Unloading
Pre-Pass Plus,
No NYC or Canada.
Optional NE

Warehouse Utility Position
es

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
410
455
480
456
300
510
520
530
560
570

\11,\\II II \\

l1\1

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Help Wanted

NEW Concord Self
Storage will be selling
eontents: Unit 7, 23, 8.
27 for non-payment.
November
Saturday
12th at 9:30a.m.

Fame Ilepalpoisst
Rawl Ildldrooff
Opens agsalpaisses
trinsweed
eltiekel
IRMO Nom Less For Sm.
WOO Hums rev SM.
Wale Items Perillerd
YON Mem Leader RIM
litiminess Iteidels
Apsrlessids Pee Rau
Roma RN ION
Amen Per Rent
lerrep Iterads
Cenmearelst draped,
Pets a Oodles
Livesesek Suppless
Public Sala
Land For Rent or Lease

BUYING sunk cars.
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
' Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray.
150

Min. Age 22 w/I yr.
OTR. If less than I
year exp., ask about
our training program!
NO HAZMAT
REQUIRED!
I-8011-848414115
St t% tt
lllll
service
QUALIFIED
needed
technician
Must have experience
in dry wall. tnm, vinyl
siding and finish work.
Apply in person or send
resume to Arrowhead
Home Sales. 2003 E.
Wood St., Paris, TN
38242
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only!
1-800-578-8799
TELEMARKETER
wanted 436-5933

Arades
For Sale
8X12 storage building
for
call
759-4287
appointment
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
FREE
4-room satellite system. DVR & HD
upgrades. Get the first
month of programming
FREE plus 23 movie
channels FREE for 3
months Call Beasley
759-0901 or
877-455-0901
60" Grand
SONY
Wega. Hi-Del Monitor.
LCD rear projection TV
with matching Sony
Grand Wega Stand
($450 value) Both like
owner
One
new.
$3,600. 270-435-4478.
270-210-8488

Open Mon-Fn. 9-5: Sat. 9-2
641N 2 miles on right
We buy and sell good used furniture

753-8501
Apartments For Rent
3BR
REDUCED
mobile home and lot
$15,500 753-6012
REG TAG SALE NOW
IN PROGRESS.
Several quality built,
energy efficient homes
on close out See the
lender,
housing
ARROWHEAD HOME
SALES. INC. 2003
East Wood St., Pans,
Call
38242.
TN
(731)641-6900 or
1-877-754-6900
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths'? Both priced in
the $50's Call
731-642-6438 today"

trailer
2 bedroom
stove,
Refrigerator,
washer & driver furnished. 6-1/2 miles
north on Hwy 121
731-479-2689
$300
2BA
2BR.
(270)527-8808
3BR2BA
LARGE
$295 753-6012

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on

the square
753-1713

160
Home Furnishings
BURGUNDY sectional
couch with bed, cooler,
phone,
recliner.
Asking
CD/radio
Serious
$1.000.
inquiries only.
270-853-1839
180
Lawn a Garden
2004 John Deere L
120 20HP 48 deck
near perfect condition
$1,800 753-7796
210
Firewood
SEASONED firewood
$50 a rick delivered
$40 you pick up
(270)527-8368

LOTS for rent
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 7594118
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1 2 3 apts 753-1252
or 753-0606
1,2, & 3BR apts. available. Please call
753-8221.
•18R 1 bath washer &
dryer, $335
•2BR, 1 Bath apt, kt,
appliances, w/d, $425
•18R, 1 bath, with
study, w/d, $350
753-7559
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444.

View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St., now accepting
applications for 1br
apt. basic rent $330/
month. Call 753-1970.
Leave Message.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applicaI.ans for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone:
accessible.
&
492-8721. Mon
Thurs
10-12am, TOO No.
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 3BR located
across from MSU,
November
available
1st 759-5885 or
293-7085
LIKE new 1 year old 1
bedroom, all appliances. Available Dec.
1. Call 270-435-4382
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
3BR $425 00
5100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR, C/H/A.
Low utilities, quiet,
$420. What you've
for.
tookmg
been
(270)527-2284
NICE 2BR duplex
753-7457 or 436-6357
RED OAKS APTS,
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL 1BR, no pets.
water paid 753-5980
VERY roomy, 2br.
2 bath, garage C/H/A.
All appliances 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit,
no pets 753-2905
Rooms For Rent
CLEAN room for ren
w/full house privileges
64" Big Screen TV, w/d,
surround sound. color
TV in room Off street
parking
(888)534-6138

,tintottsd matter

1,111..\R1\

VISA

Houses For Rent
upgraded.
NEWLY
charming 2BR. IBA
lakefront house in
Shores
Panorama
C/H/A
w/d,
plus
$400/month
Available
deposit.
immediately
(310)567-9321.
References required
setting
COUNTRY
north. of Murray off
Hwy 80 4 bedroom, 2
baths, garage $475
month plus deposit
556-6868
FOR sale or rent 2
bedrooms garage &
barn on 2 acres West
area $400 mo
435-4226
IN Hazel, 4BR, 2BA
with large garage
Available on November
151. $750 month. 1st,
last & security required.
(270)492-8108
360

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
7834668 .
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
ommercial Prop.
For Sale
PARIS, TN. Best location, court square, west
side. 2 story. 2.500
floor
per
sq ft.
(270)489-2116 leave
message.
mental Prop. For Rent
707 South '12th Street
South Center. 700
1.000, 1.200 so- ft
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252, 753-0606
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3.000 sq. fl
restrooms,
C/G/H.
parking.
of
plenty
excellent location near
judicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.

STRAW for sale $2 25
bale (day) 753-4582
night) 759-4718
Yard Sale

INSIDE MOVING
SALE
405 NORTH 17TH
THURS. FRI
& SAT
7:30-2:30
Bedroom suite sma.
couch. 3 end tables
large coffee table
strawberry dishes
brass items large &
small. large braidel
rug. much much moo_

Reel EsIsi
1-285 acres Owne
available
inancing
(270)489-2116 leave
message
FOUR bedroom apartment, one bedroom
apartment, two efficiencies all under one roof.
South of univerl;
1/2 blocks 1-312-861- •
0942 Make an offer.
TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
270-7535125.000.
4109. 270-227-1545
Lake Property
WATERFRONT prop
arty, KY's largest lakes
10 acres only $79.900'
Ideal location, New to
market Won't last' Call
owner 270-924-4328
HornesFer-Sal• 18 acre horse
farm. 3BR.3BA.
8 stall barn with
attached indoor
arena. Must'see!

(270)489-2195
3 bedroom. 1 bath brick
home in quiet city
neighborhood
Immediate possession
753-7629
$84.000.
after 4:00PM
3BR. 2BA. 1-3.4 ac. in
Benton area Screened
in back porch and 2 car
oversized garage
(270)527-3605
FOR Sale By Owner
Websde
www homesbyowneom/Murray
NEW 4.200 sq ft home
near Murray. Picture
views. 10 acre farm.
streams. $185,000,by
owner 270-767-0958.
270-519-8570

IBR near downtown
Deposit and references
QUAINT two bedroom
VERY large warehouse
required Call
brick, large living room.
2 BR, C/H/A, in coun
COMPLETELY set up
3
on approximately
270-293-8462
room. all with
try, with storage build
1/2 acre, $12,500
acres: Office space. 2 dining
floors.
hardwood
1BR with all appliances
ng, no pets. $375.00
753-6012
bathrooms. equipped
Central heat and air. 1including washer and
437-4386.
with gas heat, air
312-861-0942. Make
dryer. 270-759-5885 or
Murray. hookup. steel hoist
in
2BR
an offer.
270-293-7085
lighting.
great
beam,
Wonderful neighborRANCH Style House &
extra large overhead
1BR, all appliances, hood. $450 per month
1992 16x80. 3-BR. 2
10.5 acres. 1 mile from
Oaks Apts., starting at
deposit. doors, excellent locaBath, newly remod
plus
RE
SW
school. 3 bedor
Coleman
tion.
753-2905
Call
$250
to
call
required.
$12,000
References
eled.
rooms. 2 full baths.
293-8595
759-4118
appointment 759-4287
Call 270-753-8755
30x40 heated shop, 4
1BR-4BR apartments
380
2 bedroom 2 bath
2BR, 18A, storage
stall horse barn. 22x40
free
in
move
about
Ask
shed,
Carport,
Supplies
&
Pets
14x80.
building. 571 Korksey
shed.
equipment
RE
Coleman
days
new carpet, and central
Highway, Highway
5224.900 Shown by
759-4118
air. Must be moved
DOG Obedience
299. $375 a month
appointment 753-9212.
Master Trainer.
2 bedroom. all appli227-3623
plus deposit. No pets.
753-3992
Cambridge
ances.
436-2858
References required.
2005 CLOSE OUTS'.
WWW KYLAKEFS293-6968
area.
(270)898-2340,
and
Singlewides
PEG'S Dog Grooming
BO COM
2BR, IBA, $290. 209 (270)994-3883
Doublewides - Buy
M-F 753-2915
See area homes for
save
and
S. 11th St. 3 br 1 bath
today
2BR, large lot, 711
sale by owner or call
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
901 sunny lane $450
51,0005 WE OWN
Payne St $395/mo
767-0591 to sell your
731-352-0037
trained
THE BANK - Call today
753-3415
435-4602, 293-4602
home
731-642-5151
at 731-642-6438
2BR, central gas heat,
3BR in Hazel. $350
and
$275
air
central
TO
REPOS
20
month plus deposit and
up, some with new carCHOOSE FROM, SINlease 492-8526
GLES & DOUBLES!!: pet Coleman RE
38R, 2 bath, Camelot
759-4118
Come pick out yours
Subdivision. Available
today', 731-584-9430
EXTRA large 3-4
$750
JUST ANNOUNCED: bedroom. 2 baths, immediately.
month. (270)435-4602.
w/garage, 1 year lease,
$0 down available on
'All Size Units
293-4602
deposit, no pets
repos, No money down
Available
489-2195
Call
NICE briCk house
& save thousands,
now, 731-584-9109
EXTRA nice large 2BR, 2BR, 1BA. 5 *blocks
•Now Have
from university. New
apartment
LAND HOME PACK- 2 bath
Climate Control ,
Carport. recently buitt, appliances,
IN
AGES, MOVE
TODAY All areas or all appliances. $595 $525/mo. plus utilities
and deposit. No pets.
bnng your deed for $0 with one year lease
(270)753-2558
759-3772
down' 731-584-4926

NEON BEACH
INI-STORAGE

53-38531

CLASSIFIEDS
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

NItirrii

FOR SALE BY OWNER

530
Services Offered

2011 BraoichaVen Dr. • Murray
ANNOUNCEMENTS
•ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in TO
Kentucky newspapers
for as Attie as $22b with
one order. one payment. For information,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
AUCTIONS
•Absolute AuctionLakefront Subdivision
on Watts Bar Lake off I40, KingSton, TN,
Saturday, Nov 19,
12 00 noon Furrow
Auction Company, 1800-4FURROW or
wviw.furrow.com TN
I/62.
BUILDINGS
•Pole Barn Blow Out!
30x50x10 Only $6,995,
24x 40x 10- $5,395
Free Delivery, painted
metal, slider. Call 937559-5405 http //nationwidepolebarns cib net
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•Arnerica s Honest
Opportunity Own your
own- Dollar Stores
(news dollarstoreservices corn)'Discount
Party Stores
(www dpstores corn)
'51 99 Jewelry
Boutique (www 199iewelry corn)'Mailbox
Stores (ws•ew themailboxstores corn) From
$45,900 1-800-8292915 or 1-800-5183064
BUSINESS
SERVICES
'Attention
Homeowners Display
homes wanted for vinyl
siding windows roofs
Easy credit terms No
payments until 2006
Starting at $99 month
Call 1-800-251-0843
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
•SAWMILLS from only
$2 7951 Convert your
LOGS to Valuable
Lumber with your
Norwood portable band
sawmill Log Skidders
also available
www norwoodindus
tries corn Free information 1-800-578-1363
ext3OON
FINANCIAL
$$CASHS$ Immediate
CaSh tor structured settlements annuities law
suit, mortgage notes &
cash flows JG
Wentworth 41 1-800794-7310
HE
*Family Healthcare
wrprescription plan'
$69 95,mo Nationwide
Coverage No limitations Includes
Doctors Dental Vision
Hose & more
Everyone Accepted'
Call WCG 800-2889214 ext 2332
HELP WANTED
*Construction No Exp
.iteded. we train HS
Grads 17-34 Great
pay benefits Must
relocate Call
800284-6289
•Sales, Estate
Planning' We provide
qualified leads. complete product training
and sales support
$1 80012.700 weekly
income potential Prior
sales expenence a
must www growwithuf cc corn 800-860-8275
• 420
MISCELLANEOUS
*Airline MechanicRapid Training for high
paying aviation career
FAA Predicts severe
shortage Financial aid
if quality- Job placement assistance CALL
AIM (888)349-5387
•Eam Degree online
from home *Medical
'Business 'Paralegal
'
Computer Job placement assistance
Computer & Financial
aid if quality 866-8582121 ~4'W onlinetidewatertech corn
•FREE 4-room
DIRECTV wrinstallabon; Free OVA' Free
DVD Player' 3 months
Free HBO Cinemax'
Access 225. Channels
100% Digital
Conditions apply Call
now 1-800-270-4654
The Place to
Start

Murrav

Ledger fic
(270)753-19th

•Wolff Tanning Beds
Buy direct and save'
Full Body Units from
$22 a month' Free
Color catalog Call
Today' 1-800-842-1305
vniew np etstan corn
REAL ESTATE/REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
•Tennesseei Kentucky
lakefront land New
community on the
TN/KY border Just 1
1/2 hours to Nashville
Spectacular views of
Lake Barldey 1 to 6
acres from the $40s
No time requirement to
build Call 866-3407768
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
•Gun Show' Walton,
KY Nov 12-13
National Guard Armory.
Sat 9-5, Sun 9-3 For
information, call 765914-0051 Buy; Sell'
Trade,
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
•A CDL Drivers
Louisville. KY area
Immediate openings.
local deliveries, shuttle
runs, regional runs
yard jockey and teams
2 yr recent exp
required 866-270-2665
www abdnvers corn
*Accepting Trainees for
Werner, Swift, CR
England. others' 16 day
COL' No money down.
student financing'
Tuition reimbursement
avail Job placement
asst Mon-Sun 1-800883-0171 x6
•ATTN DRIVERS',
National Distnbutors
Leasing, Inc Has
select positions open,
Good benefits, pay &
freight lanes Call
today' 877-334-9677
'WNW ndsins,orn
•Delivering on our
promises' Class-A COL
drivers needed'
Regional lanes, quality
hometime. TOP PAY'
Call Sunday or anytime, Prionty
Transportation 866882-0768 EOE
•Dri Owner OperatorsFlatbed Dedicated Pull
our Trailers" Immediate
Openings' Great pay'
Small Fleets welcome'
Company driver positions also available'
866-713-2778
*Driver- Covenant
Transport Excellent
pay & benefits for experienced drivers 0,"O
Solos Teams &
Graduate students
Bonuses available
Refrigerated now available 888-MORE-PAY
(888-667-3729)
•Dnver- Knight
Transportation 25003000 miles weekly 24Hour dispatch Home
weekly New to Gently
used equipment Call
us- we have flexible
freight 888-346-4639
www knighttrans corn
Class-A'COL, 6
months 0TH
*Driver Owner
Operators, Company
Average Si 30/mile
Home weekends, during week No forced
dispatch Plate program Older trucks Welcome Quick start. Call
Max at TV' 1-800-511
0082
•Onvers Company.
Outstanding pay package. $550 Onentation
pay. monthly bonuses.
BC-BS. life insurance
PrePass Plus, Transflo
0/0- Paid license. permits 866-804-9242
Transport Amenca
*Drivers Find a great
Dedicated Dnving job
at www HotDDJ corn
The only websrte devoted to helping Class-A
Dnvers find the best
lobs in trucking SEE
MORE HOME TIME
and ENTER TO WIN at
2005 Rolans AP/, Visit
the site or enter by
phone 1-888-423-84-46
*Drivers Owner
Operators Needed'
Truck line located in
Jeffersonville IN Must
have Class-A CDL We
gel our dnvers home on
weekends Call 800348-0924 Ask for
Safety Director
•Onvers- Semi 0TH
Drtvers, Are you lust a
number,Come work
tor the BUSKE Family.
Good equip. pay. benefits Mow Ask our
drivers' 800-879-2486
x286

*Drivers- SENTU Owner
Operators' Earn up to
$1 41 per Mile Free
Base plates, permits,
Oual-Com No touch
Freight! Dnvers, Check
us out! 1-877-613-6385
x286
•Drivers Sign-On Bonus
start up to 44cvm
Home weekends,
2400+ average weekly
miles, Guaranteed
income, assigned
trucks, full benefits,
experience required.
800-441-4271 ext KY100

tip ct
CAB(T &ROO COVEIPiCy

• 753-7728

FEATURES:

*Practical Miles
Coming Seen at CFI!
Attend W Memphis
Orientation SO 05 NE
Bonus Pay; XM
Service Class-A CDL
Required Apply 1 -800CFI-DRIVE 11-800-2343748),
WVPN cirdrive corn
•Ryder- Georgetown.
KY Ryder the Road to
your Future' Call now
to check our new
increased 00 pay
packages Call now to
check out our new
insurance program If
you are a team or single owner operator and
are looking for a secure
company that is growing, call today' Ryder
otters sign on bonus for
team and single owner
operators 'Weekly pay
settlements and weekly
fuel surcharge All dispatched miles paid All
routes dispatched out
of Georgetown. KY and
return to Georgetown.
KY daily; nightly
•Dedicated Routes
Dedicated customer of
15 years No East
coast freight •Home
weekends and
Holidays •Fuel tax,
permits, cargo and trailer Insurance supplied
•Fuel purchase program 'COL Class-A
with HAZMAT with two
years expenence. clean
MVR and background
•Also hiring company
drivers Ryder
Integrated Logistics,
Inc 240 W Yusen Rd
Georgetown. KY 800925-4268 option 6
E0E/ Drug Testing is a
condition of contracting
with RYDER
•Train in your own
backyard CR England
is hiring in your area
Company sponsored 16
day Training available
Call Today 1.800-3989908
•We have drivers pro?cooed to earn $83.030
this year How much
will YOU Gam'?
Excellent Hometirne'
We simply offer a
whole lot more'
Heartland Express I
800-441-4953
www heartlandex press corn

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438
D'S Cleaning Service.
753-3802

Call 753-1624 after 5:00 p.m.

-19(i
to success and we are
Ussd Cars
here to help Company
sponsored CDL training
2003 Dodge Neon
now available Average
red). 41,xxx miles,
over $45,000 your 1st
$6,995
year as a Mavenck
driver Home weekends 2003 Chevy Impala
(silver), 82,xxx miles,
once training complet$7,695
ed Call us today and
270-753-0530
change your future' 1www Bluegrass
800-289-1100 Visit us
carsales corn
online
rnavenekusa tem
--200't Pontiac Sun ire.

•Owner Operators
Needed Driving
Record not perfect?
Short on experience?
Give us a call' Max
T&T 1-800-511-0082

DAVE'S LAWN CARE
Mulching
Gutter Cleaning
Bush Tnmming
Other Services
227-8575

• Located in city limits
• 4 bedroom, 3 full baths
• Office • Formal Dining Room
• 2 Living Rooms • Plus Extra Lot
• 3,800 sq. ft. under roof
• 3,200 sq. ft. living oreo
• House Completely Remodeled

*Hiring Flatbed Class-A
COL 0TH Drivers
Excellent pay' Excellent
Benefit package;
SPACIOUS 4-BR
BC/BS Health Ins,
2 1/2 BATH.
Vision/ Dental, Lite
•
Screened porch.
,
insurance. 401K retireiiiberievable storage.
acre lot near town
ment plan, vacation +
56x48 metal
11 paid holidays SIGN
outbuilding
ON BONUS!!' With 1 yr
753-1040 293-9842
Flatbed Experience.
MAGNATRAN CORP.
470
Contact Al Lott 800liolcrcydss & Arts
316-9138, 334-6882375
1982 Harley Sportste
1000cc Teal in color
*Look' Look! Look!
18,000+ miles, very
Truck Driver Trainees
good condition $4,300
wanted! No money
753-7796. leave mesupfront Hiring in your
sage
area Transportation,
Food, Lodging. You
may qualify for state
[
111111
port
Vshidse
paid training. 1-877554-3800
2003
Suburban
Loaded leather seats
*Maverick
46,000 miles, $26,000
Transportation is now
Call 227-5377 Serious
accepting students'
calls only, please
Your CDL is your ticket

*Owner Operators
FedEx Ground teams
up to $1 40/mile
(inc:uctes fuel stipplemerit)'Onsite Discount
fuel Si 25 gallon
Experience Required
1-866-832-6339
Turner Tottenefedex co

Over 30 years
experience
Sales & instanatior

•

2-door, sunroof. CD,
52,xxx miles, extra
sharp, $4.750
270-527-3278
'98 Ford Mustang
White
cd/cassette/
AM/FM, great condition, 142,xxx miles
55,500 (270)703-3739

1994
1500
truck
Wrecked vehicle, has
good Vortec 4.3 V6
transmission
Good
$500 293-3845
436-6193

AAA Handyman
Electrical, plumbing,
carpentry. decks,
ceramic & floor
etc New. remodel. 35
years
expenence.
Prompt, dependable
Free
estimates
(270)753-9210 anytime
AFFORDABLE Tree
Service Topping, tree
removal, and clean-up
Licensed and insured
Full line of equipment
270-247-2442
270-970-2322
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
•Certitied septic
installation
*Custom dozer
backhoe service
•Ponds
*Driveways
•Insured
753-9503. 978-0343

AiliatiNcE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 YEARS EXPERIEN(
(270)226-9398
(270)492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
79

Campos
2001 with slide out,
used 3 times 753-1537
&Rotors
1998 Glastron GS-249
cruiser Low hours
Great project boat at a
great pnce Blue book's
First
S181(
over
takes
$10,000
it
(270)436-5998

ROY HOLLAND
AUTO REPAIR
Brakes, Tune-ups and
intenance. M4or
minor engine
Trans servierrif.
Welding
4119-21167

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roots, all types 29
years experience Call
Carters
A-1 Affordable Gutter
Cleaning Cleaning out
sheds junk clean up
436-2867
A-1 Joe Lamb's Tree
Service
Complete
removal tnmming etc
13 years experience
436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

Qtralit stuck

226-0505
ELECTRICIAN
New Coast /Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins
w/ 30 yrs exp. Call
753-7091

C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions, decks, roofing. floor covering,
landscaping, plumbing
FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-54-64
icroberlson@wk net
C&

CALLOWAY
Trash
Service
761-3740,
293-4045

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!

BIRTHDAY
for
HAPPY
Thursday, Nov. 10, 2005:
You have a way of reversing
issues and turning problems in
your favor. You start a new luck
cycle this year. You often find
others rather temperamental and
difficult: just don't take their
comments personally. Many
times close associates are angry
at something else, but you could
feel the brunt of their frustration.
Use care with a tendency to
overindulge: each Scorpio has
his or her own weakness. Your
imagination proves to be pivotal,
whether single, attached or an
artist. Let your libido flow. If
you are single, you might have a
difficult time keeping that status.
If you are attached, allow more
of the old romance in. Relive
some of your first dates. PISCES
inspires you.
The Stars Shoe the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Knowing when to say little
FINLEY'S Lawn Care and listen will become one of
Service Leaf mulching your great skills. If used today,
and removal 978-0922 you will gain as a result.
or 489-2068
Confusion runs riot during meetFUTRELL S Tree
ings and communication. Clarify
Service
and verify. Mull over a sudden
Trimming,
removal
insight. Tonight: Get some extra
stump grinding, fire- sleep.
wood Insured
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
489 2839
**** You have a way with others that makes a difference. You
GARDEN OF EDEN
might not see eye to eye with an
LAWN CARE
associate. Agree to disagree.
MOWING & TRIMMING
Your energy builds. Make sure
LEAF REMOVAL.
you use this vitality in a good,
HEDGES TRIMMED,
positive way. A meeting could
GUTTER CLEANING
draw surprising results. Tonight:
489-2689
Be among the crowds.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** A boss is dominant, to say
the least. Take instructions with•weekliy & special pickups out making any comments. You
•locally 0%knedioperated
might find that you are on a dif759-1151 • 293-2783 ferent page than someone else.
Verify appointments. Clarify
293-2784
communications.---You:need-4o
exercise to relieve stress.
Responsibilities drop on you.
Tonight: In the limelight.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** If you use your ability to
detach, you will gain from the
various situations that mark your
day. Evaluate what is happening
with a child or friend who might
L&M
be rather bellicose. Listening to
LAWN SERVICE
commentary doesn't mean you
Leaf mulching &
need to follow the suggested
removal, shrub &
path. Tonight: Try something
tree trimming
new.
Call 753-1816
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
or M7-0611
**** Others want their way.
Understand that you have no
MASTER Plumber.
control. Listen to feedback from
Almost retired, drains
a loved one who cares, a boss or
cleared, plumbing fixsomeone whose opinion - youlures
repaired
or
care about. Listen to your sixth
installed .
sense with a money offer. You
1270)978-0133
are better off saying no. Tonight:
METAL OF MURRAY Quality time.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
6" Continuous
***** How you visualize a
Gutter, Flash'uig
personal matter might be very
& Metal Roofing
different from how someone else
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
does. You will not find common

LEAF

REMOVAL
759-1289
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Adnonrstered through the AARP Founclatoon
o cooperation wrth the IRS
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WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances

RR Al..cont

and Most Malor Brands

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's Home
Improvement

CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!
• We Also Offer 'Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Same Day Shipping 4
•
For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• In-Store Packing
•
a
'Color & B&W Copies, Faxing, Laminating,
—t
•
c'ctal 'Freight Services
•
MAILBOX RENTAL SPECIAL
tub.. Rot a nialbox tot one yea & get three months free.

THE UPS STORE .N 12159 klerttoFastSxkg)
eii41111L.

I

M-F 8 arn.-7 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m.-4 pm

e

762-9103

rCerotec:

Accepting New Patients
hitultz

ktoillutrittz

Ear, Nose & Throat
or Murray
l'hillip Mapper, M.D.

731-247-5422

- Hearing Aids - Ni, Referrals Required -

for Appointment(270) 759-4811

CON
300 South 8th S reel — Suite 304E - Murray. KY 42071

TIIEBSENTIAL DAY 5PA

"We Specialize in Cleaning ..

Loading Dock of

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mcbik Homes
•Bnck •All External Cleaning
-Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hut Water •Parking Leo & Driveways

Murray Ledger &

David Borders
1270) 527-7176 or 1270) 293-0939

First Serve

An

Please
No Phone Calls

Concept Salon

•M‘,,,,„ Aci -hit It un •FA( II

„ .II %IR(

•SUARINC •\1%\nARI,
, \11 PI 1)1( 11:!
•ARom mit R
•ROM

Times

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

First Come

•

AARP Tax-Aide."
00100
0
'

270-293-1899

Free
Pallets

David's Cleaning
Services

our team!

753-4703

New constrw
reqn0dels conct rte.
replacement endows
decks metal and shmgle
roofs and more

WILL rake leaves and
bag them at reason
able pnces Call at
Russei
761-1262
Elkins

ha°

AARP TaxAide is the
nation's
largest, free,
volunteer run tax counseling and preparation
service for middle- and low-income
taxpayers, with special attention to
those age 60 and older. To join a
great team, call 1-888-AARPNOW
(1-888-227-7669), or use the
online registration form at our website at www.aarp.oroaxaide.

join

NEED A QUOTE? CALL or CLICK

PRECISE

visa MasIeuCaxdkcxc

Powered By

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigancom.

INSURANCE

Will Do Insurance Work

Click on the button for more details!

BORN TODAY
Actor Jack Scalia (1951), actor
Richard Burton (1925), singer
Dave Loggins (1947)
•••

AUTO

%seal I looting Contractors

David Galknore peeler

www.murrayledger.com

ground unless you break t
mold. Others want to be
charge. Confusion surrounds
plans. Tonight: Say yes. It's easier
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Stay in touch with what
you must do. Concentrate on
getting the job done. You need to
listen to a partner who gives you
tons of feedback, whether you
want it or not. This person might
have a point or two. Tonight
Relax with a pal.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your creativity marks
your decisions. Listen well to
what others say. Confusion surrounds talks, meetings and
plans. Don't make anything a big
deal. Someone pitches in just
when you need him to. Let this
person know how much you
appreciate him. Tonight: Romp
away.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Basics do count. You
might need to work at creating
the environment you need and
want. Think through a decision
that might cause a lot of strong
feelings. Take feedback positively. Tonight: Head home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You will like what happens if you go with the flow. You
find that some confusion surrounds you: perhaps you might
be overthinking things. Talk
rather than create mountains out
of molehills -- OK? Tonight:
Catch up on a friend's news.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Funds play a strong role
in what happens in the next few
days. Don't kid yourself about
your monetary risks, no matter
what others say. Walk the conservative path. Listen to sugges'lions from a family member.
Tonight: Hang on to your money.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** The Moon in your sign
helps you jump over any obstacles. Someone might be confusing or might misunderstand what
you are saying. Ask questions
using diplomacy. Others will
inform you. Tonight: Whatever
you want.

(270) 29344110

years expenencr,
Al! work guaranteed

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

by lamellae Moat

I. rev

AUTRY
ROOFING
ROBY AUTRY
270-767-9597.731-586-4496
Cell 731-415-0000

436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages gutters,
junk & tree work
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of Susan
Kane, soprano. and Steve Littlefield, tenor, singing during performances at Quad State ChOral Festival at Murray State University
Lovett auditorium. Dr. Brad
Almquist directed the chorus of
almost 500 students from 'five
states.
Serving as officers of Calloway
County Extension Homemakers are
Betty Kirkenmier, Carol Taylor,
Mary Steely and Judy Stahler.
Births reported include a girl
to Lesley and Erik Emerson and
a boy to Karen and Jerome Hicks
Jr., Nov. 7.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Richard
Brawner, Gary Thompson and
Kendred Paschall stripping their
tobacco crop. The photo was by
M.C. Garrott.
Allison Carr, Miss Teen Ager
of Kentucky, was chosen second
runner-up at the National Miss Teen
Ager Pageant in Orlando, Fla. She
is the daughter of David and
Donna Carr of Murray.
Published is a picture of Officer joy Mills of Murray Police
Department presenting a program
on duties of a police officer for
the first and second grade students at Southwest Elementary
School.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Buford
Hurt, Kentucky Woodmen of the
World manager, presenting the Mr.
Woodmen Award to James Ronald
Latimer at the family night of Hazel
Camp 138 of Woodmen of the
World.
Frances Wilson Shea, Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk, was
elected as "Business Woman of
the Year" by the Murray Business and Professional Women's

Club during the celebration of
National Business Women's Week.
Murray High School Tigers
won 42-22 over Todd County in
a football game played at Ty Holland Stadium, Murray.
40 years ago
First Li. Jerry T. Shroat has
been assigned to the 28th Transportation Battalion's Headquarters
of the United States Army in Germany.
Joe Forsee. student at Murray
High School. was elected president of West Kentucky High School
Library Group at the meeting at
Murray State College. Gladys Linn
of Murray, librarian at North Marshall School, was the featured
speaker.
In football games, Murray High
Tigers won 27-6 over Fort Campbell and Murray State College
Throughbreds lost 28-24 to Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders at
MSC homecoming.
50 years ago
Elected in the November General Election were A.B. (Happy)
Chandler, governor: Harry Lee
Waterfield, lieutenant governor:
Frank A. Stubblefield. railroad
commissioner; George E. Overbey, state senator; H.H. Lovett
Sr., circuit judge: James M. Lassiter, commonwealth attorney;
Owen Billington, state representative; Bob McCuiston, city judge;
Galen Thurman. H.W. (Stub) Wilson, Burgess Parker, W.D. Shoemaker. T. Sledd. .Guy Billington
and William Whitnell, city councilmen. The health tax for the
Calloway County Health Depart.
ment passed.
Mrs. Max Churchill and Mrs.
Olin Moore presented a program
on "Shrubs" at a meeting of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

DEAR ABBY: Our family
has a serious problem with one
sibling. Whenever we disagree
with this sister, something "happens" to us. Some examples: I
told her she was wrong to have
a
started
with
fight
another sister. Within
one week,
Ch i 1 d
Protective
Services
was knocking on my
Dear Abby door.
My other
sister had a
By Abigail
quarrel with
Van Buren
her, and the
very next day that sister went to
drive to work and found that
"someone" had smashed the
windows in her car. My brother
said something she didn't like
one day. She visited him a few
days later, and the next day his
parrots (he breeds parrots) were
dead. (She actually bragged to
other family members about the
parrots and Child Protective
Services.)
All three of us get prank
calls, and we have spotted her
repeatedly driving by our
homes. Our parents think these
are just "coincidences" and
we're making a big deal out of
nothing.
Now this sister needs to go in
for surgery, and our parents
think we should rally around
her. The three of us want nothing more to do with her. I have

Todaylidlistor/
By The Associated Press
(AP) - Today is Wednesday. Nov. 9, the 313th day of
2005. There are 52 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Forty years ago, on Nov.
9, 1965, the great Northeast
blackout occurred as a series
of power failures lasting up to
13 1/2 hours left 30 million

people in seven states and two
Canadian provinces without
electricity.
On this date:
In 1872, fire destroyed nearly a thousand buildings in
Boston.
In 1918, Germany's Kaiser
Wilhelm II announced he would
abdicate. He then fled to the
Netherlands.
In 1935, United Mine Works
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ers president John L. Lewis
and other labor leaders formed
the Committee for Industrial
Organization.
In 1953, author-poet Dylan
Thomas died in New York at
age 39.
In 1963, twin disasters struck
Japan as some 450 miners were
killed in a coal-dust explosion,
and 160 people died in a train
crash.
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I'VE GOT A CRUSH ON A NEW GIRL
AT SCHOOL, ANO I THINK
SHE LIKES ME, TOO

Investigating a
blood-pressure jump

Vindictive sister must be
kept at arm's length
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SHE WORKS
PART-TIME
AT A BAKERY
AFTER SCHOOL

even instructed my children to
call the police if she ever comes
to our home again. Please print
this letter, Abby. We are hoping
it will help our parents see
through her and open their eyes.
But in the meantime, we don't
know what to do next. Any
ideas? -- SLEEPING WITH ONE
EYE OPEN IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR SLEEPING: Only
this: Your sister appears to be
seriously unbalanced. Do not
allow yourselves to be guilted
into "rallying around her. You
and the two siblings who have
been victims of her vandalism
should visit your local police
department and file a report
about what happened, who you
think did it, and why.
You cannot force your parents out of their state of denial.
Only she can do that when,
inevitably, one day she finally
goes too far. You are safer at a
distance.
DEAR ABBY: I am 25 years
old, the mother of two beautiful
daughters, "Lisa" and "Lily,"
who are 3 1/2 years and 19
months old. Lily suffered a
stroke two weeks ago and is
now partially paralyzed. She
had a prolonged seizure that
lasted 2 1/2 hours that I know
of, but possibly five hours in all.
She can no longer crawl or sit
up by herself. She must now
have heavy and intensive rehabilitation to regain the use of her
left side.
1 was told that if I had gotten
Lily to the ER even 30 minutes
later, she'd have died. My
father-in-law and I drove her to
the ER ourselves. I was holding
her in my arms while she convulsed with the seizure. Each
mile we got closer to the hospital, the weaker she became.
What tepVtily fighting was
hearing my voice as I prayed
aloud and feeling my love for
her.
I thank God that my daughter
is alive today. Please stress to
your readers how important it is
to call an ambulance when
something like this happens.
The ambulance workers can do
miracles. If I had called 911, my
daughter might not have suffered the stroke. -- LOVING
MOTHER, WALTERS,OKLA.
DEAR LOVING MOTHER: Thank you for reminding
other parents that in a medical
emergency, the smart thing to
do is call 914. The last time the
subject was mentioned in this
column it was in the context of
middle-aged women having
heart attacks.
Although the first impulse is
to rush a loved one to the hospital ourselves, family members
should realize that emergency
medical technicians are trained,
and have the equipment on
hand, to perform lifesaving
interventions. Their vehicles
have sirens that can reduce the
driving time and save precious
minutes.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am concerned about my blixxl pressure.
1 wiJI be 81 this November.
It has alw ay s been 120/70. I
volunteer
with the Red
Cross. Three
ago
weeks
they
when
took it. it was
154/80. Naturally I was
The
upset.
wasn't
RN
concerned. I
yefy
am
Dr. Gott
actis e, on no
medication
By
except AmbiDr. Peter Gott en occasionally for sleeping. 1 never get the flu shot:
I had my yearly physical last
week, blood work and urinalysis
were OK, cholesterol was 222.
The nurse practitioner wasn't concerned. She took my BP twice while
I was there, 154/82.
Needless to say. I am concerned and would like your opinion — I haven't asked to see my
doctor inasmuch as I assume the
NP is reliable.
DEAR READER: The current
recommendation for normal adults
•is that their blood pressures not
exceed 120/80. Despite this guideline, I am content when my 80year-old patients consistently show
blood pressure levels 130/80 or
lower.
Clearly, you have exceeded this
limit. What you need to define is
why. You and your physician should
address this issue together in an
attempt to identify why your BP
has jumped into the abnormal
range. For instance, is your life
more stressed? Are you eating
more salt? Have you become less
physically active? Would you be
helped by monitoring your pressure at home? Many patients exhib-

it "white coat hypertension" in
doctors' offices.
Although there may, be factors
under your control, you may be
a candidate for anti-hy pertension
medication. You and your doctor
can decide on this issue if you
work together.
At I 54/82. your pressure is not
in a danger tone and you are not
at nsk for heart attack or • stroke
Nonetheless, the situation should
he addressed. In my opinion, you
need medical testing and, probably. close monitoring.
To give you related information. 1 am sending you a copy of
my Health Report "Hypertension."
Other readers who would like a
copy should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope and
S2 to Newsletter. PO Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Just an
FYI regarding fever blisters on
the mouth. I have found great
success in using L-Lysine tablets
— taking 1500 mg per week.
Haven't had a breakout in a very
long time!
DEAR READER: You're correct. L-Lysine is an old-fashioned
remedy for canker sores and fever
blister. It isn't as effective a cure
as anti-viral medications but 'when
it works, it really' works.
Thanks for reminding me of
this option.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have read
about your Vicks VapoRub for
toenail fungus. Does it also work
for fingernail fungus?
DEAR READER: Yes,

Doctor Gott is a practicing
physician and the author of the
new book "Live Longer. Live Better: Taking Care of Your Health"
Books.
Driver
(Quill
ww.quilldriverbooks.comi.

ContractBridge
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
49
V Q5
•Q 1052
ghlt K Q9 8 3
EAST
WEST
41A J 4 3
•10 7 6 5 2
IP 9 7 4 2
tIP 10 8 6 3
•8
•A 6
41 106 2
.4
SOUTH
.4 K Q 8
VA K
•K J 9 7 4 3
47 5
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
I•
Pass
I•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
2•
5•
Opening lead - - four of clubs.
The opportunity for a suitpreference signal comes up more
often than one might think. And,
when it does, it can be employed
with devastating effect.
Consider this deal where South
was in five diamonds. He naturally
had visions ofa slam after his partner
opened the bidding and raised diamonds. But the Blackwood response
of five diamonds, showing only one
ace, put a quick end to South's ambitions.
West led his singleton club. East
had no trouble diagnosing the lead as
a singleton, not only because West

had led dummy's suit. but also
because the four was the lowest club
and would not have been led if West
had held, say', the 7-4. (In that case.
West would have led the seven.)
. Declarer played the queen from
dummy. and on it East played the
jack! This was a suit-preference signal intended to.indicate that East had
an entry in spades..
Accordingly, when declarer led a
diamond from dummy at trick two.
West took the ace and returned a
spade. East won with the ace and
returned a club roughed by West,and
South went down one.
It will be noted that without East's
suit-preference signal. West would
have had to guess whether to lead a
spade or a heart after he took the ace
of . diamonds. If he. had. chosen a
heart, South would have made the
contract.
The convention is easy enough to
use. When the potential for a ruff
exists, the play of an unnecessanly
high card in the suit led indicates an
entry in the higher-ranking of the two
side suits. (There are always only.
two suits to consider. since the tromp
suit and the suit to be ruffed do not
count.)
In the same was,the play of a low
card indicates an entry in the lowerranking suit. Thus, if East had held
the ace of hearts instead of the ace of
spades, he would have played the
two of clubs on the opening lead to
direct West to the winning defense.

•
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SOMEONE
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1 Stovetop item
4 Dow Jones fig.
7 Gawked at
12 Corduroy ridge
13 Pasture
14 Gauchos rope
15 Grove
17 Knight's attire
18 Put a stop to
19 Metallic sound
20 Earth's center
23 Artifacts
26 Trucker s
amount
27 Get a loan
28 T-shirt sizes
31 Actor
Wallach
32 Goes weakly
34 Fix, as
an election
35 Trend
36 Help-wanted
abbr
37 R ver floater
38 Physicist
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1 NFL player
2 Mammal's
requirement
3 'ER' network
4 Shepard or
Greenspan
5 Italian
composer
6 Flit about
7 Pronouncement
maker
6
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8 Damsels
9 Tibetan monk
10 Collar style
11 Lacking a
source of
illumination
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40 Yes votes
41 Sealskin canoe
44 Atlas page
46 Draw forth
47 Having a lot of
life
51 Nudges
52 - -Wan
Kenobi
53 Two-piece part
54 More than
lethargic
55 III-mannered
one
56 Co

ACROSS
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16 Listen
20 Music notation
21 Alley Oop's
sweetie
22 Police bust
24 Wooden rod
25 II gives a hoot
28 Dental photo
(hyph )
29 Existence
30 Noncoms
32 Most humble
33 Sister
of Helios
37 Enthralled
38 Buyer
39 Slide sight
41 French Legion
headgear
42 Bard's nver
43 Join together
45 Yeah, right'
(2 wds.)
47 Hectic place
48 Kind of agent
49 Coffee brewer
50 Resin
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Home Delivery
$26.00
3 mo.
$.51.00
6 mo.
$9/1.00
I yr.

I
1

Local Mail
& Mar,W1,
3
6 me. —
1 yr.

$53.00
$91.00

Rest of KY/TN
CAI fillk 11.411 & PIIRS

3 mo.
6 mo.
I yr.

$66.50
S83.00
$116.00

Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo......-...-....S71-50
$88.00
6 mo.
I yr........
Check
Visa

Money Order I
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Name
St. Address
City _
State__ Zip_.
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 49071
Or call (270)7E3-1916

MSU grad is familiar
face in commercials
Mandy Wolf Detwiler, a 1998
Murray State University graduate. is a fantiliar face on
licam's television commercials
airing on NBC and CBS. Her
own 'personal experience with
the cold remedy medicine garnered her a trip to New York
City for the commercials premiere and a two-year 1200607) airing contract.
The managing editor for
the Pizza Today magazine in
Louisville, Ky.. Detwiler can
now he seen on Zicam corn:Hefei:11s running in pnmetime
and syndication scheduled airings . and also on the company. website at www.zicam.com.
Detv•iler's
testimonial
that
Zicam -saved her one-year Walt
Disney anniversary trip," led her
to pen a short e-mail to the
company after returning.
"Prior to leaving on our trip.
I woke up feeling a cold corning on and colds always knock
Photo provided
me _off my feet._ My Mother
Bill and Mandy Wolf Detwiler visit New York City for
teontimetickd trying Ziacam, an
the •premier of a Zicam commercial in which she is
er-the-counter cold remedy
featured.
tlwine. she explained.
Alter taking the medicine. eled to their Louisville home enjoyed the royal treatment at
as able .to visit three theme
to videotape the two. Detwiler
New York's Bryant Park Hotel."
wits:. have dinner and watch
was then chosen by Zicam to
Detv.iler's face can now be
tie fireworks the next day."
travel to New York City last seen in Zicam commercials that
Dow tier said when she
December to film the commer- air during major network syn:lamed Vont the trip. she sent cial.
•
dicated shows including Surshort e-mail note to Zicam
"We filmed a two-day shoot vivor. The Ellen DeGeneres
.11,1 then forgot about it.
in the rented houses Zicam . Show. Dr. Phil and CSI: New
-/ias.ani saved that email
uses for their commercials," York.
ii ,r
years before contact- she said.
Detwiler. a Louisville natiVe.
in.,: me." she said. "Last OctoIt wasn't Until a few months decided last-minute to attend
bo. when I came home from
ago that Detwiler was contactMurray State University instead
.,soik there ss.t. a' Message on
and told that her of Western Kentucky Univer• an s ering machine from commercial was chosen for air- sity because of Mars effecabout filming a
ing.
tive marketing. She said her own
"They flew my'husband and "marketing" experience has
mt..- to New _York_ City...for the been a great one,
ioto
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ENTERTAINMENT

-1( • %% ednesday. November 9, 2005

The 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
event is free and books are
sold at 10 percent off the retail
price. There will he more than
175 authors, 480 titles and a
salute to Daniel Boone.
Tucker's hook, although tic-

lion, is based on one of the
earliest recorded serial killer
rampages. In the 1790s, roughly 35 persons were. murdered
by the Harpe brothers_
Tucker is a retired English
professor at Murray State.
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to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes will be awarded to the
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CIit Its/C ciic Organizations, and Commercial Division.
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event. Please decorate your float or unit with a traditional,
old-fashioned Christmas theme in mind.

Group & Entry Description:
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The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to participate' in
our_annual Christmas Parade on Saturday, December 3rd. Community
!Participation and support is what makes this such a unique and wonderful
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Parade entrants should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.m.
Ilse primary unit ,feeder route onto Main Street is 10th Street.
However, your group will be contacted by Dec. 1 with a unit
number and line-up instructions. The parade begins at 10 a.m.
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MSU up to the 'challenge

SCOTT NANNEWLedger &
Times Photo
Racer guard Tyler
Holloway (4) prepares to pass the ball
to a teammate during
Murray State's exhibition victory over
Bellarmine
University last weekend at the RSEC.
Holloway, who was 3forA4 from 3-point
range for nine points,
was one of three
Racers newcomers
to play against the
Knights.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With just over a week to go
before the season opener, the
Murray State Racers will get their
final tune-up for the 2005-06 campaign on Thursday night against
Christian Brothers.
The NCAA Division 11 school,
based in Memphis, will provide the
Racers with a look at an offensive
style that has given them fits the
last two seasons under head coach
Mick Cronin.
Murray State, which has adapted to Cronin's fast-paced scheme
that relies on pressure defense, has
had its share of struggles against
Ohio Valley Conference foe
Samford, which runs a Princetonstyle offense — much like that of
tomorrow's exhibition foe.

/Intim puts
stamp of approval
on Brooks'return
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
With all the talk this season
about what could become of
at
Brooks' tenure
Rich
Kentucky, there's at least one
UK player who's happy with the
news that the Wildcats' head
coach will be around at least
another year.
Former Murray High standOtt and Wildcats'--punter -Tim
Masthay said
he was glad
to see UK's
administration keep the
third -year
head football
coach, who
two
has
years left on
the five-year
Masthay
contract that
pays him $725,000 annually.
Brooks is also Masthay's personal kicking coach.
"Brooks and his staff are the
ones that recruited most of us,.so_
we know all the coaches on a
personal level," Masthay said in
a telephone interview Tuesday,
the day it was announced his
coach was being retained."I was
a little indifferent about it
before, but it's only for the best
that he get at least another year."
In general, Masthay said all
surrounding
hoopla
the
Monday's press conference and
about
announcement
the
Brooks' job status caught him
off-guard.
"I didn't know anything
about it or find out what was
going on until I came into Nutter
(Fieldhouse) (Monday) at 7:30
a.m. and saw coach Brooks
standing in the hallway," the
freshman said. "First, he never
stands in the hallway, and this
time he was talking to all of his
coaches, so I knew something
•
was up.
"He told me there was a team
meeting going on and I needed
to get in there."
At the meeting, Masthay said
:fiat UK athletic director Mitch
Barnhart addressed the situation
and told players what was going
on and what to expect.
"He stressed the university
was going to start honoring contracts," Masthay said, "and that
we needed to keep working hard
and don't let this distract us on
the field and in the classroom."
Masthay said that he feels the
team has stayed focused despite
its current 2-6 record. The
Wildcats have wins over

Division 11 Idaho State -against whom the Wildcats had
to rally for a victory — and fellow Southeastern Conference
member Mississippi State.
So far this season. Masthav
has punted 38 times for 1,386
yards. He's averaging 36.5 yards
per punt, with his season-long
kick being 59 yards.
Brooks, who is 8-23 overall
and 3-18 in SEC•games at UK.
made headlines three weeks ago
when he stated publicly that he
would not resign, asking instead
for a show of support from the
school's administration.
"None of us were really sure
what to expect at the end of the
year or what was going to happen," Masthay said. "On top of
that, the Lexington media started asking players about his situation one, maybe two, weeks
ago. Needless to say, that didn't
sit very well with Coach."
announcement
his
In
Tuesday, Barnhart said there are
no plans to extend Brooks' contract. The AD also emphasized
he expects to see on-the-field
progress next season, when the
Wildcats will near a full allotment of 85 scholarships — a
step farther away from probation.
Masthay echoed those same
sentiments in an interview
Tuesday as he was walking to
class.
"This program is on the way
up. I feel confident enough to
say that," Masthay said. "People
will be surprised next year. Of
course, if we stay healthy, that
will only help. It's tough to be
good, and even compete, when
you have starter after starter go
down.
"Next year, though, I feel like
we can make some noise with
what we have returning, and that
would have been tough if
Brooks would have been fired.
because then who knows what
would have happened to the rest
of the staff."
Masthay also said he hasn't
heard in the inner Wildcat circles that Barnhart had set an
expected win total. He added
that he feels the AD and other
university administrators are
looking for a solid move in the
right direction.
Next season, the Wildcats
play 12 games, seven of which
will be at Commonwealth
Stadium.
"We have to have a good
showing and prove that we are
moving in the right direction,':
Masthay said. "Simple as that."
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di The thing we wanted to do with our exhibition schedule was to bring
teams in here who could
challenge us.

77

— Mick Cronin
MSU head coach on
choosing to play Christian
Brothers and his desire to
have his team challenged
Davenport. led by nine points in
the first half and entered the halftime break locked in a 29-29 tie
with MSU before the Racers used
•See RACERS Page 2D

KENTUCKY vs. GEORGETOWN COLLEGE 6 p.m.

Shadow Of Doubt

AP Photo

in an exhiRajon Rondo and the Kentucky Wiildcats host neighbor and NAIA power Georgetown College tonight
bition game at Rupp Arena.

NAIA power Georgetown revved up for game at Rupp
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — GeOrget(W.11
College, like most other college basketball programs in the,state, long has operated in the
shadows of Kentucky.
Now Georgetown,.a perennial NAIA power,
will have a chance to test itself against its
neighbor about 15 miles away, as the Tigers
play at Kentucky in an exhibition game
Wednesday.
"It's as big as it gets," Georgetown coach
Happy Osborne said of the chance to play at
Rupp Arena. "It's the mecca of college basketball. We're the first NAIA school that gets the
opportunity. They didn't have to let it be us. It's
a big honor."
The game will be the final tuneup for the
ninth-ranked Wildcats before they open the
regular season on Sunday against South Dakota
State in the first round of the Guardians
Classic.
Kentucky played its first exhibition game
Nov. 2, beating NCAA Division II Northern
State (S.D.) 80-51. The game against
Georgetown should be particularly helpful.
Kentucky coach Tubby Smith said, because-the
Tigers like to play at a fast pace, which is what
the coach has said Kentucky would like to do
this season as well.
Compared to Northern State,"we'll be playing against a much more athletic team and

probably a better outside-shooting team in
Georgetown," Smith said."We can see what we
need to improve in when it comes to playing
up-tempo basketball."
Smith said he might juggle his lineup from
the Northern State game — center Lukasz
Obrzut, forward Bobby Perry and guards Joe
Crawford, Patrick Sparks and Rajon Rondo
started against the Wolves — but declined to
offer specifics.
Kentucky began scheduling lower-division
schools for exhibition games last year. when
the Wildcats played Northern Kentucky and
Kentucky Wesleyan, a pair of Division 11
teams. Smith said he's glad to give the smaller
schools a chance to enjoy the limelight and
praised Osborne as "one of the best coaches at
that level and in college basketball."
Georgetown, which won the 1998 NAIA
title, finished 27-6 last season, falling in the
quarterfinals of the NAIA tournament. The
Tigers, who already have played and won three
regular-season games, were No. 5 in the NAIA
preseason rankings.
Two seasons agO, Georgetown played regular-season games against Division 1 foes
Florida State, Pittsburgh. Wagner and Murray
State. The Tigers went 0-4 but took then-No. 18
Pitt to the wire before losing 79-74.

Kentucky vs Georgetown
Ilia Tonight.
Bps& 6 p.m. CST
Ow Rupp Arena.
Lexington. Ky
rimed:
Sarkis
Kentucky leads 3515
Last
insetlimp
39.
Kentucky
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Georgetown
Dec 2. 1938. at
Lexington. Ky
Happy
Gaelic
Osborne (281-54. 10th season. 28154 10th season overall). Georgetown.
Tubby Smith (219-58, ninth season.
343-120, 15th season overa(l)
Kentucky
Itadia/Tallaisisus FSN/Big Blue Sports
Television Network. with Rob Bromley.
Martin Newton and Dick Gabnel. Big
Blue Spbrts Radio Network. with Tom
Leach. Mike Pratt and Dave Baker
Prenntie darting inenew
Georgetown (34 NW seeeee): G-Craig
Sc,,oen. 11 3 ppg. 37 rpg. G-Aubrey
White. 97 ppg, 2.3 rpg. G-Robert Cox.
97 ppg, 5.3 rpg, F-Onandus Hill, 12 7
ppg, 7.0 rpg. G-Bnan Stiverhom. 21 7
PP9. 6 7 r1)9
lieetweig 1214 lad seeeen): F-Sheray
Thomas. 1 4 'ppg. 1 3 mg, C-Lukasz
Obrzut. 1 2 ppg, 0.6 rpg: G-Patnck
Sparks, 11 0 ppg. 36 apg. G-Raton
Rondo. 8.1 prig. 3 5 apg. G-Joe
Crawford. 3.2 ppg. 1 8 rpg

Baseball's gender barrier for GMs could fall

INDIAN WELLS. Calif.
(AP) — A new breed of young,
40
brainy number-crunchers has
changed the image of baseball
general managers, who for years
were known for their cigarchomping, hard-drinking ways.
If Kim Ng's latest job interview works out, an even bigger
transformation will come any
day now.
Ng interviewed last weekend
to become general manager of
AP Photo
the Los Angeles Dodgers, and
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks will be back next season to would become the first woman
lead the Wildcats' struggling program. the school's ath- to fill the GM role on 'a major
league team.
letics director said Tuesday.

•

"(Christian Brothers) is going to
spread us out and play a matchup
defense," Cronin
zone on
explained. -The thing we wanted to
do with our exhibition schedule
was to bring teams in here who
could challenge us. If were just
going to get teams in here that will
run up and down the floor and do
what we want them to do. then it's
not a challenge for us. ... We need
to he challenged."
The Racers received a big challenge last weekend, when Division
Bellarmine pushed them practically to the wire in a 59-53 decision
at the Regional Special Events
Center — the site for Thursday's
7:30 p.m. tip-off.
The Knights. coached by longtime Cronin friend and former
Scott
assistant
Louisville

"Eve been out in the field
with her, scouted. I've been in
the back rooms with her, around
the table. She's as qualified as
any guy sitting in there around
the table," said Ken Williams.
GM of the World Series champion Chicago White Sox.
Ng, who turns 37 on Nov. 17.
was the New York Yankees'
assistant general manager for
four years before becoming an
assistant GM with the Dodgers
in December 2001.
"The McCourts have asked
the candidates basically not to
discuss the whole situation," Ng

said Tuesday at the annual gen- she did when working alongside
eral managers' meetings, where club officials.
she is co-leading the Dodgers'
"You feel it in what I call
delegation along with Roy quaint ways." she said. -The
Smith, the team's vice president guys tend to try to modify their
of player development.
language. There are two things
Only three women have risen that 1 try and establish any time
to assistant GM. The first was I'm going into a room where I
Elaine Weddington Steward.
don't know the people. One is
hired by the Boston Red Sox in
an attorney, because
1990. When Ng (pronounced that I'm
healthy respect. The
a
there's
was
she
Yankees,
ING) left the
replaced by Jean Afterman, a other is I have to drop a profanlawyer who had worked for ity as soon as I come in there. I
probably have a worse mouth
agent Don Nomura.
Afterman said she never felt than anybody else in my departgender issues with players. but ment."
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Colon wins AL
Young Award

II Racers ...

SCOREBOARD
I

Christian Brothers enters
From Page 10
Thursday's contest after falling
an 11-0 second-halt run to to Memphis 98-53 in its exhibipull away. tion opener Monday night at the
Despite some correctable FedEx Forum. The Buccaneers
State Auto
insurance
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season and excludes postseason
on Nov,19 at 730 pm at the winning
wor. "Trey is the -least of my
performance.
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RSEC. The Lady
Colon always had a blazing
"Mariano had a great year."
iies right now." he said.
play their first .three games at fastball, snappy sinker and the
said, thanking Rivera for
Colon
A bright spot for the Racers home — also hosting regional
of a No. 1 stArter.
g him how to throw his
was the play of senior center rivals Southern Illinois (Nov. natural look
teachin
something was missing
fastball. "I did think about
Pearson Griffith. who was 4-of- 221 and Western Kentucky (Nov. Still,
cut
: consistency.
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g
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be the win-also
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the first time on Nov. 30 at bit, focus on throwing strikes to come away and
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Northern Iowa.
and getting grounders. Now,
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he's the dominant ace everyone champions, but the voters ultienvisioned -- with the coveted mately gave more weight to the
pitching prim to prove it.
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"If I can get an out with one innings to Rivera's 78 1-3
or two pitches and use my sinker
And despite fighting through
or my cutter. I'm better off," back pain all season. Colon
Colon said. "I stopped being a issued a career-low 43 walks.
village hoy, thinking that I can
Unfortunately -for_ _1..us_
throw. any stone, any roac
, he wasn't much help in
Angeles
through a wall, and started
. He lost Game 1 to
playoffs
the
thinking about being a guy that the Yankees in the first round.
could last longer, to take some
then left Game 5 after only 2
off my fastball and not to
pitches because of inflammation
depend only on throwing hard."
his right shoulder.
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Halos' Colon takes
AL pitching prize

Predators pump out Oilers
MI( OAF i DANN Ledger & TIMPS Photo

will
Jill Fulkerson and the Lady Racer basketball team
ay
Thursd
action
host St. Louis Goldstar in exhibition
.
Center
Events
l
night at the Regional Specia

Vokoun
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP)-- seconds left and Tomas
the
in
shots
31
stopped
thought
rs
I he Nashville Predato
rs' 3-2 victory
they were heinied to overtime Nashville Predato
on
once again and worried they over the Edmonton Oilers
all
scored
They
night.
y
,Tuesda
were letting another game slip
period.
third
the
in
goals
three
.
awayfinal 1:55,
Then Scott Hannell put his including two in the
me skid that
five-ga
a
snap
to
sure
made
and
puck
the
on
hand
included three overtime losses.
they went home winners.
"I almost had a heart attack,"
Hartnell scored with 22.5
Nashville coach Barry Trotz
said.
The Oilers weren't happy at
all with Hartnell's goal. which
Tuesday night.
came after Greg Johnson flipped
Harrell pumped in 14 points the puck at Hartnell, who then
and grabbed 14 rebounds as the used his right hand to knock it
Warriors i I -1) took command of down and shovel it past Jussi
this contest early.jumping out to Markkanen.
"He gloved it, put it down in
a 23-3 lead in the first quarter
before holding a 37-3 advantage front of him and knocked it in."
Oilers left wing Ryan Smith
at the halftime. break.
ECA closed out the easy vic- said. "It looked like he took two
tory with 10-9 and 9-7 Scoring or three strides with it."
Craig
coach
Edmonton
edges in the final two quarters.
to
Jon Craig followed Harrell MacTavish took a timeout
he
hoping
tly
apparen
,
regroup
Erik
with 13 points, while
only to
Ramsey added 12. The Warriors might get a video review
the
hand
and
stand
goal
the
see
the
from
g
were 26-of-59 shootin
loss
floor despite an 0-of-9 effort Oilers their second straight
after a five-game winning
from 3-point range.
Eastwood opens its home streak.
"It's devastating for a team.
schedule next Tuesday against
to pick ourselves up
Fulton City. Game time is We'll have
MacTavish said.
w,"
tomorro
p.m.
scheduled for 6:30

Eastwood eases past Northside
Jordan Harrell scores
14 points and pulls
down 14 rebounds as
Warriors whip
Northside Tuesday

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Jordan
MAYFIELD. Ks
Harrell recorded a double-double as • F.:Atwood Christian
hos
pounded
Academy
Northside Christian Academy
56-19 in prep haskethaP
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AP Photo

Edmonton Oilers defenseman Jason Smith (21) blocks a
shot with his hip as he battles Nashville Predators left
wing Jeremy Stevenson. center, in front of goalie Jussi
Markkanen (30) during the first period in Nashville
Tuesday.
Kimmo Timonen's goal fol- leg at (it). but it still went in."
lowing a scrum in front of the Markkanen said.
crease put Nashville up 2-I. but
TOM'S UNEUP SPONSORED IT:
Edmonton countered when
Lindy Suitor
Jason Smith's shot deflected off
*am tentiCky hum AperCY
Smyth and past Vokoun with
58.4 seconds left.
To IOW* ari you II* MINSCInt•
contact us'odor,
Hartnell. who missed several
LOS /We St. • 753-5142
good chances earlier in the
game. scored his fourth goal of
TV, radio
the season from in front of the
TODAY
crease.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
"We were able to battle hack
ESPN2 — West Virginia at Cinc,nnati
in the last 40 seconds and get rid
GOLF
of this funk." Flannel! said.
10:30 p.m.
TGC — Sunshine Tour/PGA Tour of
"The last few minutes were
Australasia/European Tour,Asian Tour,
crazy, highs and lows, sinking
HSBC Champions. first round. at
feelings when they got their
Shanghai, China
NBA BASKETBALL
goal."
7 p.m.
The goalie said he'll have to
ESPN — Miami at Indians
but
on
video
see the replay
9:30 p.m.
ESPN — Sacramento at Denver
called it_ frustrating.
TENNIS
"All of a sudden. I turned
9:30 p.m.
around and the puck was in
ESPN2 — WTA Tour WTA Tour
Championships round robin at Los
front. He threw it down and
Angeles
knocked it in. I tried to stick my
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Principal shot, praised as hero
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer
JACKSBORO, Tenn. (AP)
— Principal Gary Seale was
shot while wrestling with a student who had opened fire in
school and killed an administrator, then managed to get to the
intercom and order a lockdown,
helping to
end the ramp a g e ,
authorities
say.
Seale was
shot in the
I ower
abdomen
d
n
a
Assistant
Bartley
Principal
Jim Pierce was hit in the chest
Tuesday, authorities said. Both,
were in serious condition in
intensive care at University of
Tennessee Medical Center in
Knoxville, spokeswoman Lisa
McNeal said.
The administrators and a
teacher helped wrestle the gun
away from the 15-year-old student, deputies said. Assistant
Principal Ken Bruce was shot in
the chest and died at a LaFollette
hospital, authorities said.
"This situation could have
gotten much worse," said Mark
Wells, vice chairman of the
Campbell County Board of
Education. "It did not because
our staff followed the (emergency) plan in place."
No students were hurt in
Tuesday's shooting at Campbell
County Compehensive High
School. The 1,400-student
school about 35 miles northwest
of Knoxville was closed for the
rest of the week, officials said.
The suspect, Ken Bartley Jr.,
was taken to a juvenile detention
facility, Sheriff Ron McClellan
said. The boy's family declined
comment.
"He has been in trouble
before, but I just wouldn't
expect something like this out of
him," said classmate Courtney
Ward, 17. "He is a big jokester.
He is rowdy. But I just couldn't
see him doing this."
Authorities didn't know

The Knomlle News-SenhneMP

l County High School in
Students and parents comfort eachother outside Campbel
at the school shot three
student
a
,
officials
to
ng
Accordi
.
Tuesday
Jacksboro, Tenn. on
Bruce was fatally shot,
Ken
administrators before being arrested. Assistant Principal
l Jim Pierce was
Principa
t
Assistan
and
n,
Principal Gary Seale was in serious conditio
in critical condition.
whether Bartley would be Army and came back to teaching
ago.
years
eight
charged as an adult. They said about
he was grazed in the hand by a Kohlmeyer said.
An assistant principal was shot and
Tuesday's shooting marked
bullet fired from his own .22kilted and two other administrators
a
that
year
this
time
second
were seriously wounded at Campbell
caliber handgun when he was the
County High School in Tennessee on
school employee was fatally
subdued.
Tuesday A student was arrested.
"I don't know what he was shot.
Stewart County School bus
thinking or what his motives
said. driver Joyce Gregory, 47, was
McClellan
were,"
"Investigators are piecing killed as she stopped to pick up
together ... what exactly tran- a student on her route on March
I. Jason Cliniu:d, 15, is charged
spired."
with her slaying and will be tried
school
the
to
rushed
Parents
to pick up their children, causing as an adult.
In August, a boy was accia massive traffic jam when
dentally shot in the leg in a midpolice closed the campus.
"It is scary, it is terrifying," dle school restroom in Jefferson
said Darren Davidson, waiting County. The investigation led to
- -- - charses_against_two students
for his son, Justirtaccused in a plot to kill a teacher SOURCE: ESRI
Kizzie,
wife,
AP
Davidson's
added:"I thought I would have a at Maury Middle School.
On the Campbell County
heart attack before I got here."
"The next four years will be
Seale and Pierce have been high school's Web site, Seale the best times of your life," he
educators more than 30 years. welcomed incoming students, said. "Many wonderful memosaid former assistant principal saying the staff would do its best ries will be made."
Clifford Kohlmeyer. Bruce had "to make these four years as safe
been a lieutenant colonel in the and enjoyable as possible."

School shooting
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By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. tAPI — Three Kentucky counties hit b).
skeekend tornadoes will get help from the state in paying their
cleanup costs.
Crittenden. Hart and Henderson counties are eligible for state
Transportation Cabinet money, according to a statement.
Counties may use the money to cover debris cleanup costs and
for infrastructure repairs.
-This money will help counties and cities hard hit by Sunday's
tornadoes to begin repair and cleanup efforts on the road to
recovery," Gov. Ernie Fletcher said in Tuesday's statement.
Fletcher declared a state of emergency after the tornadoes and
sent 40 National Guard troops to Munfordville after Me town was
ravaged in the storm. A tornado also destroyed portions of Ellis
Park Race Track in Henderson before heading into Indiana.
where at least 22 people were killed. Crittenden County also had
some homes destroyed during the storm.
Steve Carver, Hart County emergency management director,
said on Tuesday that officials were still doing assessments.
However. II businesses were destroyed including a motorcycle
shop, a service station, a car lot and a dry cleaner. Carver said.
Eighty-seven homes in Hart County were damaged or
destroyed, and 20 businesses were damaged. Carver said.
Munfordville Elementary lost its roof and suffered heavy damage
to its library and cafeteria but did not have much other damage
Transportation Cabinet spokesman Doug Hogan said cleanup
money for the counties would come from a special account set
aside to help with emergencies. Money for Munfordville would
come out of a discretionary spending fund controlled by the cabinet secretary, he said. Hogan did not have an estimate. of tam
much the agency could dole out.
"We're concentrated on clearing roads, removing debris and
helping storm victims recover." Hogan said.
Meanwhile. Attorney General Greg Stumbo warned consumers to watch for potential scams when hiring contractors to
help with rebuilding. Consumers may report incidents to the
attorney general's office at 1888)432-9257.
"A disaster creates a fertile environment for fraud," Stumbo
said in a statement. "Victims of natural idisasters are extreinel
vulnerable to unscrupulous contractors and scam artists."
Fletcher alto invoked a state law protecting consumers !ruin
price-gouging in the wake of the storms.

2005 Model Year End Sales Event

Neon SXT
(2) 2005 Dodge
$16.840
MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
Mfg. Bonus Cash
If Farm Bureau

Clean-up monies are
available for state's
tornado-hit areas

or Truck

„
2100 E Wood St • Paris
• 642-5661 1-800-748-8816
•
•
•
•

after all
'Disclaimer: All prices are plus tax, title and license and
$6450 dor
manufacturers rebates and factory to dealer incentives
fee included
corn any."
"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car or truck
Hn 14-fltain 6001
Salaam Situ
1=
=11
corn
tomotive
www peppersau

PPt-/eS'

-3900
2420 E Wood St.. Paris TN • 1 800-325-32299731-642

1.9% APR* for 36 Mos.

Financing
•-,claimer: All APR s are with approved Toyota Financial Services Credit additional.
Once includes doc tee of $64 50. taxes. title and license are

fe
TOYOTA

Peppers Toyota
2420 E. Wood St
(731) 642-3900

1-800-325-3229

Paris TN
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Minority Leadership
Conference is this
Saturday at WKCTC

Team Raises More Than $3,500 For ALS

Shop in Paducah. Pryor is also
pursuing a bachelor of arts
degree in elementary education.
Other speakers for the conBarbara
include:
ference
Burrage, human resources generalist for the United State.s
Corporation;
Enrichment
Richard and LaShunda Jones,
youth directors at Washington
Baptist
Street . Missionary
Church: Rosa Scott, owner -of
Care Bears Daycare; Frank
Stevenson, deputy director of
the Tennessee State Department
of Mental Health; and David
Summerville. Richview Middle
School assistant principal.

PADUCAH,Ky. — The 13th
Student
Minority
Annual
Leadership Conference will be
held Saturday at West Kentucky
Technical
&
Community
College.
More than 100 students from
throughout the region are
expected to attend the day-long
conference. Featured speaker
will be Fulton native Michael L.
Pryor.
Pryor, a member of the Ninth
Street Taberacle Ministries,
obtained a degree in barbering
from West Kentucky. A Master
Barber, he is the owner of 1st
Klass Cutz by Mike Barber

Medicare information
assistance is now offere. d

MCCH Photo
held in
was
which
Walk.
and
Walk to D'Feet ALS 5K Run
Murray-Calloway County Hospital sponsored the
walked
which
team,
a
had
MCCH
r.
sponso
a
. As well as being
September at the Regional Special Events Center
His wife, Mary
2003.
May
in
e
diseas
the
with
osed
diagn
who was
for former MCCH employee Chris McCormack
S3,532.80 for
ed is the team. Chris Knuckleheads. which raised
McCormack. is also a hospital employee. Pictur
the walk.

Finding Timefor God
those of us living the fast-paced, highly-demanding and competitise
American lifestyle. The pressure
seems constant to excel. to increase the
profit margin, to see that the children
have all the advantages of every other
child in the neighbortmod, to keep up
iiith the latest moiies or TV shows or
sports events. That's Just a partial list.
Little wonder we don't have time for a
• spiritual relationship \int, ihe un seen
(iod.
t,

By Richard Youngblood
Church of Christ Minister `1
matter in a hundred years that you did
or did not have the largest house or
most beautiful lawn in the neighborhood? Will it matter that you did not
always wear the latest style clothes or
that you never-attended another sports
event or watched another TV show?
But it will matter that you did or did
not have an eternal relationship with
your creator!

that it is a matter of priin ities. We
must decide ss hat is of realest mporlance in our li‘CS. WC Ilet'd to reevaluate what ike are &wing With tmr time
and eller*. I find it helpful to look at
life o. ith a hundred-year perspective.
One hundred years foun now will it
matter that y“1.1.Kele a top producer in
your company' Who in this world
about
‘k
it then., Will ii
es en

But'you will be surprised at how
blessed you will become in almost
every way. Most importantly. by rearrarming your priorities, you can have
time to develop a-relationship with
God that will last far longer than a
hundred years.
The apostle Paul wrote."No eye
has seen, no ear has heard, no mind
has conceived what God has prepared
for those who love him-(I

In the Sermon on the Mount Jesus
taught us not to lay up treasure on
earth but in heaven. He said we
ould first seek the_king_dom of God
and things like foo(.1, clothes and shelter would be provided. We can trust
the God who feeds and clothes the
birds and flowers of the field. Jesus
also said we should learn to live one
day at a time (Matthew 6:25-34).
According to Jesus, the Father
knows what we need even before we
do. If we seek his kingdom first, he
will provide all we need in life.
By taking time to reevaluate your
priorities and reorganizing your time
accordingly. you may have to sacrifice
some of the things you are now doing
as %sell as some of your possessions

What Would
Jesus Do?

Question: I used w he able to meditate and pray. hut now other things
444zu--that_zituc. _Ijtjttutot,Liet
- -4*.#4,
some of it back without penalizing oth!
ers around me.
Answer: This is tough to do for

Medicare benefits
Those interested can call
West Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc. to schedule programs for
your church or organization, or
anyone needing individual assistance. This is a free service to
the public.
Volunteers to help assist with
this program are needed.
Anyone intereste in volunteering should call Mary Ann
Bradbury at 1-800-294-2731 for
further information.

Allied
Kentucky
West
Services, Inc. has started a new
program for the Murray/
Calloway County Area.
Kentucky Seniors Saving
Medicare (KSSM) is a program
available to assist seniors with
their Medicare questions. KSSM
Ann
Mary
Coordinator,
Bradbury, will be conducting
programs to organizations on
such issues as Medicare
Prescription Drug Coverage.
Medicare waste and abuse, and
any new changes in the

Corinthians 2:9 NW).
Send questions or comments to
University Church of Christ. 601 N.
12th, Murray, KY 42(171 or phone 27°753-1881. This article is reproduced
on the Web: wwwitchrist.org
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OPEN HOUSE - Sunday Nov. 13 • 1:30 -4 p.m.

Everyone is invited!

2
LIFE HOUSE QCare Center

